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Disabled
Teen's
MomWants
Justice
SEE PAGE 3

Banker
··- •-- Announces Plan
To Run For
City Council
3rd ANNUAL COMMUNITY DIABETES PROGRAM
SEE PAGE 2

USF Advisor
Jailed
For Act
With Teen
.

The Tampa Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., in partnership with D. E. L. T. A., Inc., Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc., Gamma Zeta
Lambda Chapter, and Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., Epsilon Mu Mu Chapter, hosted its 3rd Annual Community Diabetes Program: "Each One Reach
One: A Community United To Fight Diabetes. " The event was held Wednesday, November 3, 2010, at the University Area Community Center. In addition
to screenings and sharing Diabetes facts, a panel further discussed the disease. Members of the panel included from feft, James R. Gavin, Ill, MD,
Ph.D., National Diabetes Advocate ; Kevin Sneed, PharmD, Dean, USF
School of Pharmacy ; Renee Meehan, RN, BSN, COE ; and Vasco Marques, M.
D. (Photo by Lomax McIntyre)
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TECO's First Black
Equipment Operator Dies
A well-known, retired heavy
equipment
operator/ truck
driver with Tampa Electric
Company died last Thursday,
November 4th, after a lengthy
illness. He was 82 years old.
Edmond _Neves, Sr. became ill in April and has been
up and down since that time.
He was hired by TECO on November 8, 1953 and retired
January 1, 1990. He was there
more than 36 years. According
to his daughter, Regina
Smith, Neves stood 6'6" and
told his family he was hired
for his height.
He was hired to operate a 12"
long backhoe that he taught
himself how to operate. When
he retired in 1990, that machine was also retired because
no one else had learned to operate it, his daughter and so nin-law, Archie Williams
explained.
Archie recalled numerous
stories that his father-in-law
told him about the struggles
he endured as a Black man on
the job with' mostly Caucasians, especially in the early
years.
He received numerous
awards and gold pins for
safety,
excellent driving

EDMOND NEVES, SR.

record on heavy equipment,
and no time lost due to an accident.
Neves enjoyed watch ing
baseball and golf, eating
steaks, spending time with his
family and retired co-workers.
He also enjoyed his Ford F150 truck.
In addition to being the first
African-American TECO employee. He was also among the
first families to reside in Highland Pines. The father of 12
also reared 6 other children.
Funeral services will be conducted Tuesday (today), 11 a.
m. at Aikens Funeral Home.
(See Funeral Notice in this
issue.)
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AUTO ACCIDENT REFERRAL SERVICE
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z News Alert The Aorida Law States That You May Be
j:::

w Entitled TO $10,000 For Loss Wages And Medical Care...
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• Personalized Service Support and Help from
the beginning to the end
~ Attorneys - An Attorney
will come to you at home
or work - No Recovery,
No Fee
• Investigators - ff there is
a dispute on how the accident occured
• Transportation Available
• Auto Repair -.Body Shop
• Medical Care Provided
• Pharmacy - Free Delivery
• Specializing In: Car, Bus,
Bicycle, Motorcycle, Slip
& Fall, Pedestrian Incidents, Loss Wages,
Wrongful Death And
More...

Popular Barber Dies Few oavs
After Learning He Has Cancer
A popular barber died last
Thursday with his family at
his side. Howard Spotford
di ed in the care of Hospice.
about a week after learning
that cancer had spread
throughout his body. He
turned 62 on November 1st.
Carolyn Spotford
Williams, Howard's oldest sister, says her brother
became ill about 6 weeks ago,
complaining about stomach
problems. He was hospitalized for 9 days, but the tests
didn 't turn up anything.
He was hospitalized again
about 2 weeks ago when h e
learn ed of the cancer. He was
sent hom e on Monday (No:vem ber 1st) in the care of
Hospice.
"Howard was an exercise
guru. He was the person who
drank plenty of water, always
told you what you didn't need
to eat," Mrs. Williams
stated.
Spotford followed in his
father's (the late Bill Spot-

HOWARD SPOTFORD

ford) footsteps as a barber.
He was also a car salesman.
He spent about 10 years in

Interim Citv Council Member
To Seek District 1Seat
On Monday, November 8th,
Interim City Councilman
Curtis Stokes announced
plans to seek the Tampa City
Council District 1 Seat. The
election will be held March 1,
2011.
Stokes was appointed to
Tampa City Council this past
July when Linda SaulSena vacated her eat to run
for County Commission.
' After careful thought and
deliberation I ha e decided to
throw my hat into the ring.
When I applied for the position several months ago, I believed it was a short-term
solution to help our community. These past few months
of ,working on the budget,
making the tough decisions
and collaborating with my
fellow council members, I realized I could make a difference.
"We are facing a change in
our city government that has
rarely happened, every seat
on the city council is up for
election, this is unprecedented and it is nothing I
considered when I accepted

CURTIS STOKES
... To seek District 1 Seat

this position. I want to see
our city grow and help people
get back to work.
"I want to be part of the so- .
lution to our urgent problems. I will work diligently to
make that happen. My pledge
and promise is to work to
help make our community
prosper and our citizens
safe," he said.
Stokes currently serves as

Call Michelle B. Patty
: Local: 813-495-3702 I Toll Free: 1-866-352-4200
~
Available 24 Hours ADay 11 Days AWeek

Palatka before returning here
about 3 years ago. He worked
at Elliott's for a brief period,
then became manager of
Cole's, 34th and Shadowlawn.
He loved sports and his
church, Little Rock Church of
God
by
Faith,
Mrs.
Williams stated, "and they
truly loved him. They came to
spend his birthday with him,
even though he was sick."
In addition to his siste·r,
Spotford is survived by his.
wife, Sheila Spotford, 4
children, and another sister,
Gloria Rhanes. He was
also the son of the late Mrs.
Audrey Spotford.
Funeral services will be conducted Saturday, November
13, 2010, 11 a. m., at Church
of God By Faith, Palatka, FL.
Services are in the care of
Karl N. Flagg St:!renity Memorial Chapel, 2400 Madison St., Palatka, FL, (386)
312-0444.

h 00'!11111

Vice President of Community
Affairs at Fifth Third Bank
and has a B. A. from Florida
Atlantic University and a
MBA from Nova University.
He serves on numerous
boards, including the Past
Chair of the Board of the
American Cancer Society,
University Area Community
Development Corp.; Enterprise Zone Board University
Area. ·
He serv«;!S on the Florida
School Choice Board, is the
former ~resident of the Hillsborough County NAACP and
was recently the recipient of
the Malcolm X Aw;rrd by the
Council on American Islamic
Relations for his work promoting social justice and
equality in civil rights.
Stokes was recognized
among the Top 40 under 40
in 2002 by the Tampa Bay
Business Journal and serves
on the E.xpresswa Authority.
He is married to Katrina
Stokes, a pharmacist, and
they have one son, Jason.
The fan1ily resides in New
Tampa.
·

hancad Website
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·Mom Wants Justice
For Son AllegedlV
Beaten At School

Toddler Run Over
In Drivewav Dies

A 17-month-old toddler
died early Monday morning
after he was fatally injured in
an accident. The investigation into the incident is continuing.
A request for service was received shortly before 8 a.m.,
and emergency personnel responded to the 9400 block of
Eastfield Road, in Thonotosassa. The Hillsborough
County Sheriffs Office also
responded and learned that
Ulysiss Franklin was run
over by his neighbor. The
toddler was transported to
University Community Hospital, where he died of his in-

DRIVER

MARCEL WALSH

.... .did not see child when
he backed out of his
driveway.
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juries.
According to police, his <O
mother, Ms. Shanita Clar- ~
rit, 20, and her son, Uly- ~
siss, were outside of their o
duplex when the tragic accident occurred. Their neighbor, identified as Marcel D.
Walsh, 31, reportedly put
his vehicle into gear and
began to drive off. Appar- .
ently not seeing Ulysiss,
Walsh ran over him, resulting in the fatal injuries.
No charges had been filed
at press time, however, the
investigation is continuing.
The two families lived in a
duplex
and
apparently
shared a driveway.

ABDULLAH FISHER
... Allegedly injured during an incident at school last week

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
More than a week after the
incident happened, the eyes of
a 14-year-old student are still
extremely red. His mother,

Ms. Deborah Williams,
said her son was injured during a struggle with an adult at
school.
Ms. Williams said her son,
Abudullah Fisher, is a student at Dorothy Thomas
School. The incident occurred
on October 20 th •
Ms. Williams said the
school contacted her twice
that day, but never told her
that her son bad been injured.
"They called me and said that
my son was being very disruptive and was going to be put in
time out. Then, they called
back and said he was going to
be suspended for' 1 day. They
told me that he had been
handcuffed, but they never
told me they had beaten up
my son.
"When he came home from
school, I heard a lot of screaming and my sister came and
told me to come quick. Wben
I saw him, .he was crying blood
out of both eyes. I asked him
wh,!t had..happened and he
told me that security had
slammed him on the ground. I
took him to University Community Hospital and they
called the police. The police
took my statement and called
Child Protective Services,"
Ms. Williams said.
Abdullah gave his mother
the following accou nt of the
incident. He said he knocked
some papers out of the
teach er's hand because he was
being given zeros a nd the
teacher called security. When
security arrived, the security
gu;ird attempted to place him
in the time out room and h e
resisted.
"He said the security guard
was holding him and he (Abdullah) told the security

guard that he couldn"t
breathe. They slammed him
on the floor and then put him
in the time out room. They
never told me that my son had
been hurt."
Ms. Williams said her son
has been diagnosed with broken blood vessels in both eyes
and a cervical sprain to his
neck. A single parent, Ms.
Williams said she moved to
Tampa a year ago after living
in Cleveland, Ohio, for 16
years. "I had 11 kids, (5 are
adults), but I lost one_to the
streets last October. I moved
here to give my kids a better
life and this is what happens,"
the St. Croix native said.
She stated that Abdullah is
mentally challenged and that
be functions on a 3rc1 grade
level.
Ms. Williams further said,
"I need some answers. Two
men beat up my son and I
want justice to be served."
Ms. Linda Cobbe, spokesperson for the Hillsborough
County Public School District
said the incident involved,"An
employee whose job it is to restrain out of control students.
He used a technique approved
by the State of Florida, which
be is trained to use. After the
inciden t, there were no vi ible
injuries to his eyes."
Terence Wingfield, an
·E xceptional Student Education Aide, was identified as the
employee involved in the incident. He has been removed
from working with students
while .the alleged incid nt is
being investigated by th e
Hillsborough Cou nty Sheriffs
Office a nd
Hillsborough
County Child Protection In vestigators.

Ms.

Debbie

Carter,

spokesperson for the Hillsborough County Sb eriff s Office
said t he incident remains
under investigation and has
been forwarded to the Hillsborough County State Attorney's Office.
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WO\JLD.LI·KE TO THANK THE

. FLORIDA SENTINEL
AND THEIR READERS FOR MAKING THE

2010 CLASSIC ExPRiSS
.AHUGE SUCCESS! STAJ1UNED TO

WTMP 1.150AMl98.1 FM
,FOR MORE GREAT PROMO'nONS!

Be aWINNER dal~! Just log on to

or WTMP.com!
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1901-19n (1945)
W.W. Andrews
1874-1931 (1919)
C. Blythe Andrews, Jr.
1930-2010 (1977)
S. KAY ANDREWS, PUBLISHER
C. BLYTHE ANDREWS Ill, PRESIDENT/CONTROLLER
GWEN HAYES, EDITOR
IRIS HOLTON, CITY EDITOR
BETTY DAWKINS, ADVERTISING DIRECTOR
HAROLD ADAMS, CIRCULATION MANAGER
TOYNETTA COBB, PRODUCTION MANAGER
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Opinions expressed on editorial pages ol this newspaper by Columnists or
Guest Writers, do not necessarily reflect the editorial stance or
The Florida Sentinel Bulletin or the Publisher.
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Things To Think About II
The Smoke Ever Clears

A

ccording to so-called "Tea Partiers" and born-again
Republican Conservatives, one of the most important items on their Congressional agenda in upcoming
weeks will be the extension of unemployment benefits,
which are scheduled to come to a screeching halt on December 4, 2010. Unless the Republicans come up with a
new way to pay for an estimated $35 billion needed to
fund such benefits, Congress is in store for another round
of bickering on whether or not to add the cost to the
budget.
However, we voters should watch .closely how long it
may take for Congress to show America's unemployed
workers that such workers are a priority and that Congress is indeed, willing to take care of Americans who are
most in need.
In fact, voters should begin now to contact all their Congressional representatives and let them know that America - Republican or Democrat - continues to be
unemployed.
Nevertheless, rumor has it, some new Republicans don't
believe in extending unemployment benefits. If so, even
more Americans could feel the bite of an Anti-Obama, taxcut-crazy Conservative Congress.
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Arizona Votes 1es' To
Ban Affirmative Action
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he wording was somewhat tricky, but its intent was
clear. Last week, Arizona voters went to the
crystal
..J
u. polls and with more than 59 percent margin, decided
their state no longer needed affirmative action. By doing
so, Arizona joined other states in a quiet secession from
what was once called one of the most humanitarian oflegislative acts.
Referred to as Proposition 107 or HCR 2019, affirmative
action had been assailed by many Arizona politicians as
causing an environment of so-called gender and ethnic inequality. What was disappointing, however, was the fact
that such redefinition of an intended equality-enabling
act was not heavily contended by human rights activists
or by legislators who obviously would have seen the mistake made by affirmative action's enemies.
What we find fascinating is a growing national reluctance of academics, civil rights activists and po~itical leaders to defend or at least properly define a constitutional
act, which was meant to guarantee equality for all gender
and minority groups.
What seems to have been overlooked was the fact affirmative action never meant quotas, though it was repeatedly labeled as such. What it meant was the enforcement
of the right to be treated equally, for consideration of
jobs, promotions, etc.
Yet, once again, what seems to be a conservative moveq- ment throughout America used the words of affirmative
w action to vilify its intentions. If such blatant misrepresenc, talion of the truth continues, we fear for the future of
An1erican Democracy.
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Go Figure, light Rail

I

could be wrong, but I
firmly believe that in defending the one cent light rail
tax, voters didn't vote against
light rail. Instead, they voted
against the uncertain, Godknows-what plan for the
light rail. Voters were being
asked to vote now and get the
details later.
County voters weren't buying that idea. The proof is
how
by
demonstrated
soundly the tax was defeated.
Granted, a light rail system is
needed in both the county
and the city. Yes, we need
more buses and improved
bus service. Nobody doubts
that.
What voters want the light
rail braintrust to do is to go
back to the drawing board
and come up with a sound

business plan for the light
rail, complete with details.
The light rail tax will be
back before the voters within
the next two years. That is
plenty enough time for the
proponents of the light rail to
come up with a plan.
Mayor Pam Iorio was
an adamant advocate for the
one cent sales tax for the
light rail. Her tenure as
mayor comes to an end in
March of 2011.
The light rail would do itself a very big favor if they
would try to talk Mayor
Iorio into taking a job as the
consultant for putting together a complete plan or
package to sell voters on before it is put up for vote.
Mayor Iorio is well
aware of the questions po-

James McCune Smith: First
Protessiona11v Educated
Black Doctor 11813-18651

I

magine spending your entire 91 years as a white
woman, only to wake up and
realize your great gra ndfather
was sure-enough a Black man.
Well that's what happened to
an entire family.
Descendants of Dr. James
McCune Smith, the first educated Black doctor in America, who thought they were
French, English ana Irish, discovered that th ey had Black
ancestry.
As documented by Census
data, Dr. Smith's v.rife and
four surviving children passed
for white after his death in
1865. The. good news is the
family was so elated to know
that they were related to Dr.
Smith that they celebrated by
placing flowers and a beautiful
headstone on his unmarked
grave at the Cypress Hills
Cemetery in Brooklyn.
Dr. James McCune
Smith was born to an emancipated Black mother and white
merchant father in New York
City. He attended and graduated from the famous African

Free School (founded by
wealthy whites to provide education to children of slaves and
freemen) where he excelled as
an "exceptionally bright student. "
Denied admission to several
American colleges, Smith enrolled in the University of
Glasgow in Scotland. In 1837,
he graduated at the top of his
class and completed an internship in Paris. Upon returning
to America, he was ,velcomed
by a large crowd of Blacks who
celebrated his achievements.
Smith opened a practice in
New York and became the only
doctor of the Free Negro Orphan Asylum for a period of 25
years.
Having begun abolitionist
work while in Scotland, as a
member of the Glasgow Emancipation Society, Smith soon
became a member of the
American Anti-Slavery Society; helped Frederick Douglass establish the National
Council of Colored People and
became a key organizer of New
York's resistance to the Fugi-

tential voters were asking.
She is well aware of their
concerns. She is aware of the
need to get CSX railroad on
board with the project. All of
these things need to be
worked on and resolved before the issue is put on the
ballot again.
What it will really cost to
build the system, can Eminent Domain be used to acquire the land needed to
build the system? Where will
the system run? What can we
tell voters about how they
will benefit totally by the
presence of the system?
Someone working on the
light rail system full time will
certainly produce a plan better than the last one.
It should be clear by now
that voters, for a penny sales
tax, will not buy any twominute drill concocted plan
· that is almost a detail-less
ballot initiative. My advice to
those pushing the penny
sales tax for the light rail is to
get it right and bring it back.

tive Slave Act .
As a writer and essayist,
Smith wrote passionately
about common misconceptions about-race, intelligence,
medicine and society in general.
He also wrote the introduction to . Frederick Douglass's second autobiography,
My Bondage and My Freedom
(1855), an essay refuting slaveowners' arguments of slave inThomas
in
feriority
Jefferson's "Notes on the
State of Virginia" and essays
for national medical journals.
Though appointed as a professor of anthropology . at
Wilberforce College, Ohio, the
oldest Black College in America, Smith was too ill to take
the position. Dying two years
later, of congestive heart failure, Smith left a wife and children who later began passing
for white.
Obviously, they never told
anyone (including their children) of their Black ancestry.
Because of Smith's dedication to educating Black children, his children all became
school teachers, lawyers and
business professionals. But it
would take Greta Blau,
great-great-great
Smith's
granddaughter to discover the
race-connection while she was
conducting research for a New
York history class at Hunter
College.
Today, a New York public
school is named in Dr.
Smith's honor. Harambee!
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HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday-- Your luck shifts this year as you enter a
more relaxed cycle. Handle any stress with exercise and meditation. Intuition guides decisions and conversations. The girls partner with you to create delightful social events to remember.
Scorpio {Oct. 23-Nov. 21) - Obstacles dissolve as you get
into action, diving in with your natural talents. Everyone agrees
that you're on the right track. This one's easy.
Sagittarius {Nov. 22-Dec. 21) - You've been dreaming about
fortunate changes for family members. Today something will shift
here. Use your influence to direct the boat with the tide.
Capricorn {Dec. 22-Jan. 19) -The group flaunts their brilliant ideas with great enthusiasm. Everyone's prepared to work
hard to create the most positive outcome. A female takes charge.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) - Without any high-energy activities, you still get a great deal accomplished. Small tasks flow into
larger ones, and soon you see the end of the tunnel.
Pisces {Feb. 19-March 20) - Harmony is restored today
when you imagine that all things are possible and then take action.
You get powerful help from a surprising source.
Aries {March 21-April 19) - Your energy goes in three directions at once, but it's okay. Details come together and you .
achieve goals quicker than you thought possible.
Taurus {April 20-May 20) - A female associate obsesses
over finishing a project that just isn't quite ready. Everyone needs
to complete their part first. Divert her attention.
Gemini {May 21-June 21) - Energy flows among your associates easily today. Clever ideas meet cheerful agreement. You see
how the final product can develop. Set priorities.
Cancer {June 22-July 22) - Whatever you try today goes
more smoothly than you thought possible. You have just the right
ideas to persuade others. Go for the gold.
Leo {July 23-Aug. 22) - Careful communication creates a
smoother flow today. Gentle questioning reveals otherwise hidden
motives. Then everyone's agendas meld like shuffling a deck of
cards.
Virgo {Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - You feel pressure to prepare for
a social event of great importance. Step up the glam and write the
speech in advance. Practice it in the mirror.
Libra {Sept. 23-Oct. 22) - Lacking high energy, conditions
around you still allow for forward progress. Imagine getting together with coworkers for a party to celebrate.
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Friends celebrating the winner of a "Mary Kay Cosmetics Car" were as follows:
Madames Cynthia McRae, Clover Seiveright, Veronica Wilson, Evelyn Holloway,
Pecola Fuller and Brenda White
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SOAPS
ALL MY CHILDREN - JR taunts Caleb about his relationship
with Asher; Colby finds Asher conscious; Ryan concludes that David
tried to set him up for murder and must search for evidence. Asher
tells Caleb he wants to make his life hell; Ryan agrees to let Greenlee
come with him to find Pearson; Liza gives Jackson a warning. Erica
tells Caleb not to give up hope on Asher; Asher accuses JR of using
him; Erica makes an offer to Ryan and Greenlee.
BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL - Taylor tells Whip that she's
concerned about Thomas working with Brooke; Hope unintentionally implies to Oliver that their relationship might not be over;
Brooke agrees to go along with Thomas' publicity stunt. Thomas and
Brooke's publicity stunt stuns the crowd; Dayzee visits a recuperating Stephanie, who offers her a job at Forrester Creations; Thomas
admits to Taylor the true reason behind his actions at the preview.
Ridge doubts Brooke's innocence, which leads Brooke to panic;
Thomas comes to Brooke's defense; Stephanie counsels Ridge on
how to handle Brooke's latest scandal.
DAYS OF OUR LIVES - Vivian is rescued from the sarcophagus; Kate tells Melanie that Chloe lies about everything; Justin plays
a video of Arianna, who discusses her will; Chad reveals to Will that
he received a birth certificate in the mail which names Stefano as
his father. Nicole goes through Arianna's belongings to find the
truth; Maggie panics in the sarcophagus; Roman announces there's
a new witness in Arianna's hit-and-run case; Chloe suddenly goes
into labor. Melanie's forced to play delivery nurse for Chloe; Rafe
pledges his commitment to his future with Sarni; Nicole watches
Sami's full confession on Arianna's camera; Marco brings EJ bad
news; Victor and Brady discover Gus has escaped.
GENERAL HOSPITAL - Carly continues to push Spinelli for
more evidence of Brenda's past; Patrick tries to comfort Robin in
the aftermath of the fire; Lisa makes a persuasive argument to Nik
of her innocence. Brenda tells Jason the truth; Lulu confronts Dante
about his past with Brenda; Luke convinces Tracy to run away to
Vegas. Olivia is stunned to catch Johnny conspiring with Carly;
Luke, Tracy, Ethan and Maya wake up in a Vegas hotel with no
memory of their drunken night; Lucky is thrown to find Siobhan
packing for Ireland.
ONE LIFE TO LIFE - Dorian holds a meeting of the Cramer
women; Kelly admits she has a crush on Rex; Rex demands to know
what Echo knows about his parents; Todd warns Nora about Inez.
The judge gives Cole his sentence; Rex and Gigi might be growing
apart; Cristian and Layla reunite. John questions Natalie about her
secret amniocentesis; Markko says good-bye to Langston and moves
back to L.A.; Layla may choose her career over her love for Cristian.
YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS - Jack can choose either Kyle
or Phyllis; Heather wonders if Ronan is hiding more than just his
past. Turmoil with the Newman family forces Nick to reevaluate his
priorities; Gloria causes problems for Kevin and Jeff. Abby makes a
decision !!bout her relationship with Daniel; Chloe and Kevin have
a run-in with the police.
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Family members and friends in attendance at the Whitten-McAllister Wedding ~
were as follows: Mrs. Brenda McAllister, Ms. Pamela McAllister, Rev. Theodore ~
McAllister, Madames Lillie Sanders, Barbara Sanders and LaTonya Rice.
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An exciting Parisian Salon Show was attended by these two lovely ladies, Ms.
Ilene Twiggs and Ms. AliciaRagins Brown.
·
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In India, Pres. Obama
Pushes u. s. Jobs
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Keith Olbermann
suspended Over
Political Donation$
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President Obama speaks at the U.S. - India Business
Council and Entrepreneurship Summit on Saturday
in Mumbai, India.
MUMBAI, INDIA -- Eager
to fend off any criticism that
he's globetrotting just days
after a disastrous midt~rm
election, President Barack
Obama unveiled about $10
> billion in new contracts for U.
~ S. exports to India on Satura: day as he launched an aggresLL sive push to show his trip to
~ Asia will deliver jobs back
< home.
~
"The United States sees
c Asia, and especially India, as a
market of the future ," Pres.

ffi

Obama said at a meeting
with business leaders from the
U.S. and India. "For America,
this is a jobs strategy."
Pres. Obama announced
Saturday that about 54,000 U.
S. jobs will be created by $10
billion in new contracts for the
Indian government and private companies h·e re to buy a
slew of American products, including jet airplanes from
Boeing as well as engines and
gas turbine technology from
General Electric.

:::)

Keith
01bermann was
suspended indefinitely last
Friday.
The
newsman's forced
KEITH
time off comes OLBERMANN
for
making
ca mpaign donations to three
Democratic
co ngressional
candidates, apparently in violation of NBC News ethics policy.
The announcement came in
a one-sente nce statement
from MSNBC TV President
Phil Griffin : "I became
aware of Keith's political contributions. Being mindful of
NBC News policy and standards, I have suspended him
indefinitely without pay. "
MSNBC reports the donations were first reported by the
Politico website.
Olbermann will return to
work today (Tuesday).

Woman Attempts
To Kill Herself
And Kids
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LAW OFFICE OF PATRICIA DAWSON, P.A.
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Criminal Defense, Family Law &
Personal Injury

:J

Cypress Point Office Park
10014 N. Dale Mabry Hwy, Suite 101
Tampa, Florida 33618
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Former Hillsborough Collllcy
Prosecutor-Depufy Chief
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The hiring of I lawyer is Ill ~ decision lhat should not be
Bdin you decide, ask us lo send you FRfE wriUm inf<mllllion
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... A RIOT BREA.KS OUT AT OAKLAND PROTEST

JOHANNES MEHSERLE Killed OSCAR GRANT
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Oscar Grant's Killer
Onlv Gets 2Years

TIA THOMPSON

A woman in Montgomery,
Alabama, has been arrested
after attempting to kill herself
and her two children.
Tia Thompson was arrested after she allegedly attempted to kill both herself
and her children by crashing
into a pole after being notified
that her welfare .benefits
would soon be expiring.
Police reports state that officers were dispatched after receiving a report that a vehicle
had crashed into a pole.
When investigator asked
her reasoning for causing th
accident, Thompson rep01tedly said "her welfare benefit
were being suspended and
since she didn't know how she
·would provide for her family,
she felt that killing herself and
the kids was the only way out."
The two children, who were
not restrained with seat belts,
were taken to a local hospital
and treated for minor injuries.
Thompson was booked
and charged with att mpted
murder, sh is currently b ing
held on $200,000 bond.

police car and lit a dumpster
on fire .
An estimated 700 people
gathered at the Fruitvale Bay
Area Rapid Transit station to
protest the shooting of Oscar
Grant III by BART police.
The group left the station
and marched down International Boulevard in Oakland.
Police was forced to respond
to the crowd in riot gear after .
acts of vandalism and fires
brakes out.
Police marched down the ·
street to confront protestors as
the march got out of hand .
There were unconfirmed reports that police,fired tear gas
into the crowd.
The crowd then chanted,
"No justice, no peace!"
Protesters booed when
Leslie Littleton, Dellums'
deputy chief of staff, read a
statement at the station
demonstration from Dellums
in which the mayor said," Our
entire community grieves at
the las~ of Oscar Grant III"
and "I am profou_n dly saddened by the turn of events
that resulted in the loss of a
young man's life?" which has
left a famil and a c9mmunity."
The protesters said they
think that Dellums should
have been at the rally to speak
for him:.Self.
Littleton said Dellums
couldn't attend the rally becaqse he was holding a news
Near Riot Breaks Out conferenc at City Hall to talk
At Oakland Protest
about Grant's shooting
deatl1.
A march protesting, th
Rally organizer
killing of Grant on N w will hav~: . anoth
Y ar' Day turn d viol nt as a wh n th tran it a n y'
grou1 of mar h rs attack d a · board of dir tor - m t .
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA -

-- Johannes Mesherle, a
former California transit police officer was sentenced Friday to two years with credit for
time served for killing Oscar
Grant, an unarmed Black
man, in what a lawyer for the
victim's family called "a punch
in the stomach."
Former Bay Area Rapid
Transit officer Johannes
Mehserle was convicted of
involuntary manslaughter in
the death of 22-year-old
Oscar Grant on New Year's
Day in 2009.
The shooting occurred after
. Grant was apprehended by
Mehserle and colleagues for
resisting arrests. According to
reports and video surveillance,
Grant was subdued when·the
ex-officer shot him in the back
which subsequently led to his
death which from the video
looks like cold blooded murder.
Mehserle claimed he was
reaching for his taser.
With its verdict, the jury declined to convict him of second-degree
murder
or
voluntary, which would have
carried lengthi r sel'ltences.
Grant's motl1er, Wanda
Johnson , pleaded with Los
Angeles County · Superior
Court Judge Robert Perry
to impose the m~imum .14
years in prison, calling
Mehserle "a murderer."
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Birthda_y Greeting

Leopards Of Serenitv
Seeks To Serve Others

VICTORIA
October 16

May God bless y'all, J. D.
and Victoria on October
16th and 31st and protect y'all
with many more blessings.
From, your loving family.

J. D.
October 31

FYI

School Choice
Parent lntormation
Meetings Planned
The Hillsborough County
·Public School Choice Office
will host meetings about the
CHOICE Program in upcoming weeks. Parents are encouraged .to attend the
meetings offered in their respective areas to learn more
about the program and the
application pro_cess. .
The meetings for the first
application period are taking
place between November 4th
and January 7th. The process
to apply during the first application period begins on

December 1st.
Transportation for the
School Choice Program is
provided in th e region the
child lives . However, it may
be limited or unava ilable in
some areas.
During the application period, parents can obtain an
applicatjon and apply online
if the child resides in Hillsborough County.
For more information call
(813) 272-4692 or visit the
website at htm: //choice.mysdhc.org.

When the ladies of Leopards of Serenity, led by Lisa
Robinson, started their organization a few years ago,
their sole purpose was to
reach out and help someone
in the community.
The group wanted to especially help grandparents raising their grandchildren.
They've helped families in
Central Park Village and
Robles Park with Christmas
holiday gifts, clothing and
sometimes food.
Even though times are lean
this year, Mrs. Robinson
says the group of ladies is
hoping to reach at least 3
·families. They're in the
process of selecting families
th ey will serve this year.

LISA ROBINSON

To help with finances, the
group has planned a holiday
dance, which will be held on
Saturday, December 11, 2010,
7:30 p. m. at Wellswood Civic

Association Center, 4806 W.
Wishart Blvd. (at Rome Ave).
In addition to the donation
being asked, those who attend are asked to bring a
new, unwrapped toy.
The Leopards of Serenity
invites the 25 years old and
older crowd to join them at
this Leopard event. There
will be a Leopard Dress Contest for the best dressed lady
and man in Leopard outfits.
Prizes will be awarded.
"We're trying to get .the
word out early so those who
don't have their Leopard can
start looking for it now,"
Mrs. Robinson said.
For more information, contact . Mrs. Robinson at
(813) 928-4074.

State Approves lower Rates For TECO
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

Last week, the Florida Public Service Commission approved a request by Tampa
Electric Company (TECO)
that will result in lowering
electric bills. The new rates
go into effect in J anu ary
2011.
Rick Morera, Senior
Spokesperson for Tampa
Electric said the decrease in
the fuel ch_arge is based on
lower costs for fu el and purchased power that Tampa
Electric experienced during
the first six months of 2010.
"As a result, a 1,0·00 kilo-

watt-hour monthly residential bill be $107. 02, a $5.71
overall reduction. Additionally, commercial and industrial customers will see
reductions of approximately
5.75 and 7.50 percent, respectively on their total
bills," Morera said.
Add itionally, he stated that
TECO is currently awaiting
approval for two new programs that will help low-income residents by offering
things to help reduce energy
usage.
With the upcoming winter
season Morera suggested
ways that residents may be
able to reduce their electric
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"This is a great time of year C
for residents to ask for en- ~
ergy audits in advance of the_ ~
cold weather. They can call ::::!
and a ·representative will ~
come out, check the insuia- rtion in the attic, check doors, ~
windows, and the heating rrunit to make sure it is oper- m
ating effectively. This audit is ::::!
free, all they have to do is call ~
and schedule an appoint- C:
OJ
ment," Morera said.
C
Anyone interested in ob- en
J:
taining the energy audit can m
C
contact Tampa Electric Company during business hours !:2
at (813) 223-0800.
~
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Hillsborough Countv ·
Census Response Count
Exceeds National Average
With existing resources
and no special funding ,
. Hillsborough County 2010
Census questionnaire mail
return rates exceeded the national and state response
rates.
According to the U. S. Census Bureau, the final 2010
Census National Mail Participation Rate in J-{illsborough
County was 75%. That was
more than the national response rate (74%) and the
Florida response rate (74%).
It also is a vast improvement
over the County's Census
2000 response rate of 70%.
Hillsborough County Commissioner Rose Ferlita
chaired the Hillsborough
~ i';: .

~ ~~

I

, 111

County Complete Count
Committee. Hillsborough
County's Liaisons, representing th e Afiican-American,
Asian
American,
Disabled, and Hispanic communities, were the central
core for outreach to those respective communities.
Sandra Sroka, ADA Affairs Liaison, and Joyce
Russell , African-American
Affairs Liaison, were instrumental in compiling a team
of Coordinating Committee
Members comprised of community-leaders in business,
education,
communitybased organizations, recruiting,
faith-based,
local
government and the media.
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We Salute Our Service Men And Women
------------------------------------~
Enlistees In Service To Countrv ~
·Complete Training Progra·ms ~
C

C

Several former members of
the community who have enlisted in the military rec ntly
graduated. After completing
their training, the enli tees
are now prepared to pursue
future endeavors.
Anthony T. Maldonado.
has graduated from the Army
ROTC (Reserve Officer
'Training Corps) Leader Development and Assessment
Course, al o known as "Operation Warrior Forge," at Fort
Lewis, in Tacoma, Washington.
Cadets in their junior and
senior year of college must
complete the leadership development cours . Upon
succ s ful com pl tion of the
course, the ROTC program,
and graduation from college,
cadets are commission d as

se-cond lieutenants in the U.
S. Army, National Guard, or
Re erve.
He is the son of Ray'7
mond and Darcie Maldonado, of Tampa.
Maldonado graduated in
2qo6 from . Plant High
School and received a Bachelor's degree in 2010 from
the Citadel Military College

77-7818

of
South
Carolina ~
Charl~ton.
Pfc. Cody D. Mills has
graduated from·basic combat
training at Fort Jackson, Columbia, SC.
He is the son' of Dee Mills,
and the grandson of Roger
Mills, of Ruskin. · Mills
graduated in 2010 from
Gaither High School.

Sunday By Appt. ON

ecials!!!
We Also Do
Sew-In
Weaves
We Specialize In All Kinds Of Braids
Address: 10020 N. 30th St. * Tampa, FL 33612

(At Poh\Settla Plai,, • Behind Bus h Ga rdens
Between Annie & Bo(!9alnvillea)

www.be utffulh i16raldin .com
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We Accept
Credit Cards
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College Hill Group Celebrates

24 Years 01 Service
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Meetings

Middleton Class 011965
The Middleton High School Class of 1965 will meet at the C.
Blythe Andrews, Jr. Branch Library (formerly College Hill),
2607 E. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd., on Monday, November 15, 2010, 6:30 p. m. All classmates are encouraged to attend.
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Class 011912
Members of the Class of 1972 are invited to meet on Saturday,
November 13, .2 010, 3 p. m. at the Elks Lodge, 2910 E. Columbus
Dr.

Hillsborough County
Branch NAACP President,
Dr. Carolyn Collins.
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On Wednesday, October 20th,
the College Hill Crime Watch
Group celebrated their 24th
year of service to East Tampa.
One of the original members,
Mrs. Queen Miller, said she
remembers when the group
started.
"The senior citizens would go
to church on first Sunday and
would come back home to find
their monthly supply of groceries gone. The meat was the
biggest target, but clothing was
also stolen.
"We sent a petition to Governor Rueben Askew to get
help to end the crime in our
community. He put all law enforcement to work to clean up
our neighborhood in 10 days. It
was done. We have never had it
like that again. Now, we are able
to survive with God watching
over us all. "
Starting in 2011, Mrs. Miller
will attend the monthly meetings only to give support to the
new leaders. (Photos By
Brunson Photography)

Attending the meeting were Carla Gant and Debra Wallace.

State Representative Betty
Reed talked to the crowd
about the vital issues that lie
ahead.
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First Baptist Church of College
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The HOPE Justice Ministry Team Assembly was held at the·St. James
House ,of Prayer Episcopal Church. The group was putting the final
touches on plans for the 22nd Annual Convention on November 8, 2010
at Allen Temple AME Church, 2101 N. Lowe St. (Photos by Julia
Jackson)

Yolanda Trigg and City
Council candidate, Lynette
"Tracy" Judge were at the
meeting.
Margie Jefferson and host pastor, Ernestein Flemister of St.
James House of Prayer.

Hill
and Tampa Family Health Centers

...I

HOPE Committee
Planning Meeting

Mrs. Queen Miller announces
this will be her last year as an
officer for the Crime Watch
group.
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Deacon Charlie Ball, Sr. receives his certificate of appreciation.

Middleton Class 011912na

The Middleton Class of 1972/73 will' meet Saturday, November
13, 2010 at the North Tampa Branch Library, 8916 North Blvd.
(Tampa, 33604), 2-4 p. m.
One of the items up for discussion will be the Christmas Extravaganza on December 17, 2010.
For additional information, please call (813) 377-6600.
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Free Health

Screenings
Blood Sugar
Cholesterol

Blood Presaure
HIV

Give a wa.ysll
Line Dancing/I

Free Diabetes
Classes

November.13 , 2010
10:00AM - 3:00 PM
Abe Brown's Ministries
2921 29th Street,
Tampa, FL

Robert Upshaw attended
the meeting.

Rev. Dr. Robert Gibbs, Clakia Dennis and Bob Trimble.

A

FBCCH Health &
Wellness Ministry

Bring the KIDS/I
Vkleo Dance Revolution
GirZ.Bcouta
GfJb for KIDS

Crime Watch Chairman,
David Denson, and William
Knowles.

Rev. Joe Johnson, Vice President.

CliffNeuffer, Corresponding
Secretary.
,,

JAMES L. GREEN, JR.

Basileus, Pi Iota Chapter,
Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity, Inc.

James L. Green, Jr., the
new Basileus of Omega Psi
Phi Fraternity, Inc., Pi Iota
Chapter, announced that the
organization is hosting a
week of Achievement Activities, through November 13,
2010. All events are open to
the public.
The week began with services on Sunday (Nov. 7th) at
St. John Progressive M. B.
Church,
Rev.
Dr.
Bartholomew Banks, pastor. During the service,
awards were presented for
the Citizen of the Year Judge
Marva L. Crenshaw; Superior Service, Brother Sam
Jones; and Omega Man of
the Year, Brother Aswad
Hodges.
The free educational pro-

gram on Monday, November
8, 2010, 6-8 p. m. , was held at
the HOPE Center, 4902 N.
22nd St. (across from Middleton). The Omega Lecture Series will feature discussion on
Carter G. Woodson, Ph.D.,
Father of Black History
Month, and Frederick
Douglass. Light refreshments were served.
Some of Tampa's best poets
will participate in "Black On
Black Rhyme Tampa," Tuesday, Nov. 9, 2010, 9-11 p. m.
at the Blue Shark, 1502 E. yth
Ave.
On Wednesday, Nov. 10th,
"Network For Success," SAS8 p. m. at the Independent
Black Chamber of Commerce
event at Fifth Third Bank,
2602 E. Hillsborough Ave.
Jazz musicians will perform
live on Friday night, Nov.
12th, 7:30-io :30 p. m. for
"Friday Night Jazz" at MartiMaceo Hall, 1226 E. yth Ave.
The week of events rounds
out Saturday, Nov. 13, 2010,
\-vith a clothes and shoes drive
for Haiti. Drop off shoes and
clothing, 9 a. m. - 12 p. m. at
Curtis Brown's Accounting
Service, 2110 E. Genesee St.
(at 22nd St.).

Robert Buck had no background in fashion when he
started the Habari Clothing
Company in 2003. He was a
student at Florida A&M University and doing quite well.
"I just lost interest in school
and I knew I wanted to be an
entrepreneur. That's when I
returned to my hometown of
Mobile, Alabama and got into
the music business. "
In Mobile, Buck met a tailor
and talked to him about making sorrie customized gear for
his artists and himself.
"In doing that, the tailor
liked what I was asking him to
do , and asked me to work
with him in designing customized products.
"Later, I decided to create a
clothing line, and wanted to
relate to something new. I did
some searching and wanted
something of African descent.
That's when I came across the
name Habari Gani (Swahili
for new)."
Buck said after visiting a
trade show in Atlanta, he rejected a business deal and
later moved to Tampa.
"I was disappointed th e

From left to right: Jovan Black, Robert Buck, and David
Gay.

business deal didn 't go
through. A friend , Ray
Spann, pushed me to design
casual apparel, and to me it
was a tall task because the
market is so competitive and
you need a lot of money."
Buck created some designs
and he and Spann thought it
was great and had a lot of potential. He was also fortunate
enough to get involved in
Tampa Bay Fashion Week.
Now, thanks to Spann,
David Gay, and his artist,
Jovan Black, Habari is in

some area stores, E-Man,
University Mall, and Empire
Street Wear in Tallahassee.
"We also have our clothing
in Phat Caps in Nashville,
Tennessee.
"Sales have been picking up
and thanks to David and
Jovan, we've been able to go
on-line with it. We're also
looking at going into Atlanta."
Buck said they have a full
line now and they are planning a runway show and a
Jovan Black release event
for November 13th.
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Check Out Our Newly Enhanced Website - Now With On-line Advertising And Morer

www.flsentinel.com
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VA 'Hospital
Hosts Veterans'
Dav Parade
The James A. Haley Veteran's Hospital is honoring
Veterans on November 11 with
a parade, ceremony, and cookout. The event will take place
at the Fisher House, 13000
Bruce B. Downs Blvd. The parade begins at 10 a.m.
More than 20 veteran and
civic groups will participate
march in the parade. Antique
cars will be on display in the
hospital parking lot and the
cookout will follow the ceremony.

C

Americans enjcw ~ becaitse of the
cou.rQ(18 aJW ooaication of- our Vet.erans.
On this Vet.erans °'QJ, we salut.e
the brave men MW women who have serveb
our cou.ntey mw oofeJWOO our nation.
Goo Bless OJ.tr Veteram aJW
Gob Bless Americal
RAY WILLIAMS
FUNERAL HOME
Rhodes & Northern
- F~mlly Owned and Operated :-

Check Us Out
On
Facebook

f.

301 N. Howard Avenue • Tampa, FL 33606
Phone: 813.253.3419 · Fax: 813.251.4912
. Jeffnw L RJ;,ooes
Davia L Northern Jr., USAF (Ret)

Emall: raywllllamsfh®verlzon.net

www.raywllllamsfuneralhome.com
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Blake/Middleton Rivalrv To Bring
The Past And Present Together
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer

t-

The 2010 Heritage Classic
between
game
football
Howard W. Blake and G. S.
Middleton High School has a
special historical significance
this year.
For the first time in the history of either school, the game
will played on the campus.
This year, the game will be
played at the Yellow Jacket
Stadium.
Blake principal, Jackie
Haynes, and Middleton principal, Owen Young, had been
very active in promoting this
year's game and have formed
an alliance with their school's
alumni associations.
"Having the game at the
school sites a nd getting alumni
involved will help bring back
~ the zeal of the rivalry," said
C Young.
"For Blake, our alumni have
had the chance to have
never
0
z this game on campus," said
<( Mrs. Haynes.
"Now, they will have that
~
c home feel. This will give it that
closeness that's been missing
:::, in the past."
t- Young said they want to en~ courage the alumni groups of
w both schools to step up.
> "I thinkthis will get th em to
W play a more vital role in th eed@ ucational process at both
:::C schools. The key will be us con~ necting.
m "This game is so important,
:::, because of the history. We
CL must embrace that and use
Z that history. Today's players
j:: don't have that connection."
w
Mrs. Haynes said they oft..J
..J en talk about the history of
Blake and Middleton.
"We do as much as we can
..J
w about the history and making
z sure that connection remains
z strong. As principals, it's up to
w us to make sure that history
en stays alive. "
<(
Young said Tiger alumni
C
stepped up as well as
a: haven't
and they want to
like,
they'd
0
. ..J build a more cohesive partnerLL
ship.
"We both expect our team to
win. We've won 6 of 7 and the
trophy is at Middleton and we
expect it to stay there. "
Mrs. Haynes said they will
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Blake Principal , Jackie Haynes, and MiddJeton Principal, Owen
Young.

pick up the winning streak and
they have great coaches and
students getting scholarship
opportunities.
"This is not just another football game. It means so much to
so many people all over the
city. We both ex pect it to be
historical.
Blake Alumni Pres id ent ,
Ronald Adams (Class Of
1965), said th ere's no doubt
Blake will win the game.
"A bet has been made that the
losers will wear the shirts of
the winn ers. Fred Hearns , a
Middleton alumni , accepted
the bet and both prin cipals
agreed.
'This game is very important.
Going back to a packed Phillips
Field , this will be the first time
the game will be played in an
environment that will put both
schools close."
Adams said being th e only
Black high schools, th e students during that time know
how important this game is,
and he's happy that all of the
alumni classes are getting involved.
"The Class of 1965 will be
wearing special tee-shirts, and
th~ Class of 1970 said they will
do something special.
"Our alumni group has expanded within the past year to
more than 100 members.
We're actively involved in
helping all of the sports at
Blake the entire year. "
Adams said today's students

have to und erstand how important this is, and many won't
realize it until later on.
"We've been completely involved in promoting this game,
and we ar·e totally committed.
We will make this as successful
as it was in the past.
"We've worked all summer
on making this game a big occas ion a nd we've organized all
kinds of events and activities
like step shows."
The Middleton Athletic
Boosters will have a Family
Reunion Tailgate eve nt at Middleton High School from 12
p.m . until 3 p.m. on the day of
the game.
A title sponsor for this year's
game will be Blake alum ,
Michelle B. Patty.
'Tm proud as an alumnus
and to be a part of a special
recognition for the late Rev .
Abe Brown and Mr. C.
Blythe Andrews, Jr. All of
the alumni need to come out
for this game.
"For the first time in the history of either school, so many
special events and activities
have been put in place, and ifs
up to us to make this game bigger than any other in the city
or county. This is our chance to
set the standard."
Tickets for the game are
$5.00 and will not be sold
during the game. You can
only purchase tickets at either s<:Pool prior to the
game.

Computer Mentors
launches New Program
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
Recently approved funding
will allow more than 350 students to benefit from a new
computer program. Computer
Mentors Group, Inc. will provide the service to students enrolled in the Hillsborough
County Public School District.
Ralph Smith, Executive Director of Computer Mentors
Group, said the Florida Department of Education, (FLDOE) is
providing the funding for the
STEM 360 Program. STEM
360 will provide up to 360 students with a structured afterschool program. The program
will feature science exploration
and technology that will result
in measurable and significant
improvement in educational
outcomes for the students.
The schools will recommend
students to participate in the
program. However, they must
attend one of the target
schools, which are Memorial
Middle School, Van Buren
Middle School, and Young
Middle Magnet School. The
program will kick off on January 1, 2011.
"This _program is designed to
be beneficial for those students
having the most difficulty in
science and technology. I recommend that parents who are
interested in having their children participate ~o contact the

RALPHSMITH
... Executive Director of
Computer Mentors
Group, Inc.

site coordinators at the participating schools," Smith said.
Those students chosen will
meet weekly for two hours of
tutoring and two hours oflabs.
The science and technology
labs who have been aligned
with the Florida Sunshine State
Standards. The students will
use technology and multimedia, along with context
learning and hands-on experiments.
Smith said the program will
answer the urgent need for
more math a,nd science assistance for those students with
the most needs.
The program will offer employment for residents in the
communities. For additional
visit the website at ww,v.computermentors.org.

USF To Honor Those
eServed
Who Hav_
USF will honor the members
of the U. S. Armed Forces, including USF student veterans, by
hosting three days of special programming prior to Veterans Day
on Nov. 11. The special salute will
culminate on Wednesday, Nov.
10 with a Veteran's Day Ceremony featuring a precision landing on campus by the U. S.
Special Operations Command
Parachute Team, the Para-Commandos; (weather permitting)
and keynote address by Lieutenant General Martin R.
Steele, U. S. Marine Corps
(Ret.).
The inaugural Veterans
Week began on Monday, Nov. 8,
at 6:30 p.m., with a presentation

of Into the Fire by international touring company, Had to
Be Productions. Based OD truelife testimonies, Into the Fire is
a two-person play that examines
the struggles of returning veterans with disabilities and combatrelated trauma.
The free performance is open
to the public and will take place
at 6:30 p.m. in the Marshall Student Center, room 2708.
On Tuesday, November
9th,the USF Student Veterans
Association will host a chili cookoff on Tuesday, Nov. 9, from 12
p.m. - 3 p.m. in the Student
Services Building Breezeway.
Prizes will be awarded for the top
five recipes. ·
The highlight of the week's
programming will be the Veteran's Day Ceremony that will
take place on Wednesday, Nov.
10 in the Marshall Student Center Amphitheater.
Prior to the formal program
at 11 a.m., the SO OM Parachute
Team from MacDill Air Force
Base will stage a precision landing in the Martin Luther King
Plaza west lawn at approximately
10:45a.m.
The ceremony will include
remarks by U. Gen. Steele,
USF President Judy Genshaft and the Executive Director
of USF's Joint Military Leadership Center, Maj. Gen. Luis
Visot.
The public is invited and refreshments will be served following the PI."?gram.
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Rallv In The Park
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Several organizations worked tirelessly during this election season to encourage citizens to get out
and vote. Hundreds converged on Belmont Heights Little Leagu e Park on October 23, .2010 for a rally
and continued to the C. Blythe Andrews, Jr. Branch Library to early vote. (Photography by BRUNSON)
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Marvin Knight, center, and
Orie ntal Fish Market served
refreshments .

Left to right: Janice Carter, Les and Gwen Miller at Belmont
Heights Little League Park.

Representing the Coalition of 100 Black Women: Rhuetelia
Bradford, Luvator Nelson, Janice S. London (President) , and
Sharon West.

Hillsborough County Branch
NAACP Vice-President, Dr.
Samuel Wright, Sr.

Lynette Lewis on the campaign trail.

These parkgoers are: Frank Reddick, Robin Lockett, Corey
" King Cobra" Felton, Michelle B. Patty, Michelle A. Holloway and
Dianne Hart.
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Jarvis El-Amin and Clovis Watson, Sr.

·

Blvd.

33602

9:00pm
Entry fee: ee /Free Hors d'oeuvres & $8ar
Friday, November 12, 2010
"Bo\tti for the Troops" Bowing Affair
Location: Terrace Sports
Sunday, November 1-4, ~10 ,
5311 E. Busch Blvd.
"Pray fQtthe Troops" Service
Tampa, FL 33617
Location: Allen Temple A.M.E. Chll'Ch
Time: 7:30P.n}- 11 :OOpm
2101 Lowe Street, Tampa. R. 33605
Entry fee: $1 Oper person/ $35 team (up to 4)
Time: 11 AM Service
Each attendee to donate·non-perishable or toiletry Items which wtl be
donated to support wounded and active duty Militory personnel.

Radio show hosts Jetie Wilds, Jr. and Hakim "The Dream" Aquil.

For Tickets Or More Information Visit www.tampametrodst.org
or www. tampasigmas.com
. ,,
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Victorv Celebrations For Les Miller And Janet Cruz

~ Newly elected County Commissioner Les Miller and re-elected State Representative Janet Cruz held victory celebrations Tuesday evening after the polls 'closed.
z Miller and his supporters gathered at Marti-Maceo Club, and Cruz gathered with her supporters at a West Tampa restaurant. (Photos by Julia Jackson)
~
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Derlyn Glover at the Miller
Victory gathering.

State Representative Betty Reed, right, congr.atulated
Representative Janet Cruz.
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Newly elected County Commissioner Les Miller and his wife, City Councilwoman Gwen Miller.
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BOY SCOUTS OF MERICA

Q.

13228 North Central Av•• Tampa, Fl 33612
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Ms. Mingo.

Boy Scouts of America

, Whitney M. Young, Jr. Luncheon
Thursday, November 11, 2010
Carrabba's
700 N. Dale Mabry Hwy.

ffi

2010 Honoree,; Ms. AJberta Reed of First Baptist Church of College HUI
and Mr. Ernest Hooper, St. Petersburg Times column.i t
2010 Speaker: Sidney Morgan, CEO ofWNGM Consulting Group

~

For more information, call Halvem Johnson at 813-245-9687
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Jackie Hearns and Edward Akins.
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Aiberto Lopez and Dora Brown.

Dr. Aaron Smith and Herman Monroe at the
Miller Victory Celebration.

elta Kappa, Inc.
pha Omicron Chapter
••
Presents Its

AnnUAL rALL fA/MIQn
/(MQLAl/Mlr .LUnCM~Qn

e4

I

Saturday, November 13th at 11 :00 a.m.
Tampa Marriott Westshore Blvd.
eme: "'Impacting Youth Through Education"'

Featuring Fashions From The Exclusive
Ann's Favorite Boutique
There will be a Raffle, Vendors, Door Prizes
and a Weekend For Two at the Marriott.
onations Benefit The Mary E. McCullough
Scholarship Fund
C\I
T""

For Tickets You May Call
~
(813) 253-5935 (813) 258-3663,- " ·
Pearl C. Coffee, Reporter E11ie• D.'• Roberson,·# Pr-:'aident

Miller's family members include: Thomas, Jr. and LeJean Harper, Les Miller, III, Thomas
Harper, Sr. and Tempest Harper.
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Bethune-Cookman
Celebrates Homecoming
The Bethune-Cookman Wildcats had a great homecoming with the football team recording a
40_-20 victory over Delaware State. The next games will be a MEAC challenge for the 'Cats .
(Photos By Julia Jackson)

Claude Adams, Tampa
B-CU Alumni, and nephew
of the Andrews family.

Sabrina of Tampa was in
Daytona for homecoming.

Dr. Evelyn Bethune,
granddaughter of Mary
McCleod Bethune and
author of " Bethune," a book
of her grandmother who is
the founder and president
of
Bethune-Cookman
University.
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Football Night Al
'The Spot'
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Friends and strangers gathered for a football night Sunday m
celebration at The Spot. (Photos By Julia Jackson)
JJ
(0

Mattrick Lester was at The
Spot.
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Members of the Bethune-Cookman Wildcat football team.
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Tampa Alumni, proud
pappa Anthony De press .
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The Spot welcomed the
ladies as Tammy was in the
house.

KalRoy was ready for the .,,
party to start at The Spot.
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Professors enjoying the homecoming game and seeing their
students were: Dr. Robert Douglous, Professor of Math; Dr.
Ann Taylor-Green, Dean of Academics, and Dr. Robert
Williams, Professor of Humanities.
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Past Queen (Ms. BCC), and
Tampa Alumni, Gina Patty
Sanders.
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Visiting Tampa Bay is BO.T Davis .

.. The Voire of Our
on11nunit
Speaking for Itself..

Clee Kight with Zeta Alumni of Miami, ,Julia Simmons.

Ta mpa alumni. Andrew
Diggs.

11 ~

--~ ~ t i n

(813) 248-1921

BETHUNE•CO(f.~'./. ···.:·
UNIV ER~,·
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Celebrating her class reunion ((::lass of 1970) are Tampa
alumni Jackie and Birdie Underwood.
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By Chipco Community Association
2602 E. Chipco St. (Chipco & 26th St.)

Saturday, November 20, 2010 • 2:00 P.M.
T11mp11 Middleton graduate, Joe White, was on the
disabled li s t for the homecoming game, but is gearing
up for the next game.

Deadline For Registration & Money Is November 13, 2010
$100 Per Team

1st Place - $600 • 2nd Place - $300 • 3rd Place - $1
For More Inf

FREE FOOD,

Contact Rick

•
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Boes Comeback Falls
Shon Against Falcons

Baseball
Hall Of Famer
.Sparkv Anderson
DiesAt76

SPARKY ANDERSON

~
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Buccaneers running hack LeGarrette Blount (27) tries to signal 1st down after be was stopped on 4th-and-1.

Sparky Anderson , th e
first major leag ue manager
to win a World Series in
both the American and
National Leag ues died last
week of complications from
dem e ntia , according to a
released
statement
Thursday from his family.
Anderson was 76.
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-To an of the armchair
quarterbacks out there , I'm
sure many of you had a different play called when th e
Bucs were trailing 27-21 and
on the Falcon goal line ready
to score.
However, the Buccanee r
coaching staff had that
respo nsib ility, and wheth er
running back LeGarrett
Blount got the needed yard
or not is pointless. The referees saw it short, and the
Atlanta Falcons took over.
The Bucs fell behind quickly Sunday in Atlanta, 14-0,
before Bue quarterback
hit
Freeman
Josh
Arrelious Benn in the end
zone and put the Bucs on the
.
board.
Later, wide receiver Mike
Williams pulled in the ball
on a slant pattern and ran 58
yards for the second Bucs
touchdown. Even the
Buccaneer special teams
chipped in with a score when
Michael Spurlock when

~

89 ya rds with a kickoff
return for a touchdown.
With the score 27-21 in the
fourth quarter, the Bucs s uccessfully drove the ball down
th e field and got to the
Falcon one ya rd lin e. That's
where the game would be
won or lo s t , and unfo r tuna tely fo r th e l3uc s, it wa s
lost.
Alth ough the Bucs (5-3)
weren't able to pull out a victory, their defense played
outstanding in the second
half, and forced Falcon quarter back Matt Ryan into
some hurried throws.
The Falcons (6-2) now
have sole possession of first
place in the NFC South, and
the Bucs will return home to
face the Carolina Panthers
who they defeated 'in their
second game of the season in
Carolina.
Freeman finished 11 for
22 for 189 yards, two touchdowns and two interceptions.

"It's That Time AGAIN!" .

~~

Charlie Villanueva
savs Kevin Garnett
Called Him A
Cancer Patient

CHARLIE VILLANE UVA
vs. KEVIN GARNETT

De troit Pistons player
Charlie Villanueva is
making h ea dlines after
accusing Boston Ce ltic
Kevin Garnett of calling
him a cancer patient.
Villanueva, who suffers
from alopecia, says the comm e nt was mad e during
Tuesday's game between the
teams.
Both Garnett and The
Piston were issued technical
fouls during the third quarter when the player says the
trash talking comment was
made.

~ B C U vs. ·FAMU

*FLORIDA CLASSIC XXXI*
November 20th Weekend - Orlando, FL
All-Inclusive Hotel, Ticket, &/or Party Packages
"Come Enjoy The ULT/MA TE 'Grown Folks Get-Away'/"
Don't Miss ANY Of The Fun This Year ... "Come & Join US/"

For Tickets, Hotel Information, and to Order Online:

""'w,C,

i

813-988-9264 or VenomNatlon@aol.com
Website: www.venomnatlon.~om/gofamu.html

(813) 248-192

Tiger Finds Groove,
Places Sixth In Shanghai
Showing improvement in
all aspects of his game,
Tiger Woods closed with a
4-under-par 68 Sunday and
tied for sixth in the WGCat
Champions
H SBC
Sh e shan Golf Club in
Shanghai. He finished with a
72-hole score of 7-under
281, 12 shots behind winner
Francesco Molinari of
Italy.
After struggling to a 73 on
Saturday, Woods produced
seven birdies and three
bogeys in the final round. He
saved his best for last, touring the back nine in 4-under

TIGER WOODS

32.
· It marked his third top-10
showing of the year. In his
last four starts, Woods has
finished 15th or lower.

Abdul-Jabbar Not
So Hot On Heat
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar,
the NBA's all-time leading
scorer, likes what he sees
from the Lakers. Ever since
the Miami Heat became the
favorite to win the NBA
championship next June,
Abdul-Jabbar has been
shaking his head.
"I think it's crazy," he said
Friday. "Miami doesn't have
a team yet. They"re still trying to find their identity.
They've got a long way to go
before they establish themselves.
" Orlando and Boston ,
they've been there, and they
want to get back. Miami's

KAREEM ABDUL-JABBAR

going to have their w_ork cut
out for them. And there's
probably some other [East]
teams that will emerge as the
season proceeds."

NBA Fines Cats'
Jackson $50,000
CHARLOTTE, NC Charlotte Bobcats guard
Stephen Jackson became
the latest target of the NBA's
crackdown on behavior
when he was fined $50,000
on Saturday for verbally.
abusing the referees after a
loss to Detroit a night earlier.
A defiant Jackson called
the punishment undeserved
and is considering an appeal.
Jackson was hit with a
technical foul by referee
Steve Javie late in the third
quarter Friday, complaining
he was fouled on a made
basket. The fine was for his
actions after the Pistons finished off a 97-90 victory.
Jackson, though, said
officials were "reading his
lips," an account seconded
by Charlotte coacl~ Larry
Brown.
"I walked off th e court
upset about the outcome of
the game," Jackson said. ''I
guess they had a camera following me all the way to the

The NBA docked repeat
offender Stephen Jackson
$50,000 for verbal abuse of
a ref. ·

tunnel and I wasn't even in
sight of the referees. I guess
I can't talk to myself. I got
fined for talking to myself."
Brown sided with his
player after Saturday's 91-88
loss to Orlando, saying officials should show the same
respect for the game that tl1e
league is d mantling of play. ers. Brown was also called
for a technical foul on
Friday . . ·,
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NFL CracksDown
On Illegal·Hits

My r on P r yo r w as not
penalized o n th e fi e ld for
th is hit o n Bre tt Favr e in
Week 8 .

NEW YORK - The NFL
fined two New Eng l and
Patriots on Friday fo r hits on
Brett Favre.
Defensiv e tackle Myron
Pryor was docked $7,500 for
his hit that cut the Minnesota
quarterback's chin.
Patriots line backer Gary
Guyton was fined $7,500 for
a roughing-the-passer penalty wh en he un necessa ril y
struck Favre in the head and
neck area earlier in the game.
Tennessee defens ive end
Ja s on Babin was fined
$20,000 for rough ing San

Diego QB Philip Ri vers
when he unnecessarily struck
Rivers in the knee area.
Two San Francisco 49ers
lin eb ackers were fined for
hits on De nver quarterback
Kyle Orton.
Mann y Law s on was
docked $12,500 for roughing
the passer, using his h elmet
to hit Orton in the chest.
A hmad Brooks loses
$10,000 for striking Ort on
in the head and neck area. It
also was his second offense.
Seah awks d efensive end
Chris Cle mons was fined
$7,500 for a late hit on
Raiders quarterback J as on
Campbell.
Two Raiders also were fined,
inc ludin g guard R obert
Ga ll ery for a l a te hit on
Cl e m o n s that cos t him
$7,500. Rookie lin ebacker
Rol ando Mc Cla in was hit
for a $7,500 fine for grabbing
Seahawks ru n ning back
Ju s tin Forsett by the helmet in an attempt to tackl e
him.
The l eag u e h as cracked
down on illegal hits and has
promised suspensions for hits
to the head or neck area of
defenseless players.

Allen Iverson
Arrives In Turkev

Allen Iverson was greeted by fans of his new team upon his
anjv al in Istanbul.

ISTANBUL -- Fonner NBA
star Allen Ivers on arrived
in Istanb ul on Mo n d ay to
begin a stint wi th T u rk ish
club Besiktas, p romising to
give fa n s "someth in g t h ey
haven't seen before"
Dozens of fans greeted the
11-time All-Star at Atatu rk
Airport. Sporting a Besiktas
jersey and a P h ila d e l phia
Phillies hat, Ivers on waved
at fans from inside his car
before be ing driven to his
hotel.
Iverson, who agreed to a
$4 million, two-year contract
with Besiktas, is the Turkish
league's biggest signi ng. He
has call ed hi s m ove to th e
Istanbul club "a chance to get
back on track with my basketball career" after no NBA
team was willing to offer h im
a contract this season.
Many see his stint in Turkey
as a test of his ability to revive
h is N BA career . b eca u se
team s a re likely to monitor

l vers on's performance and
b eh avior a t Besiktas. The
guard h as said he still
believes h e can p lay in the
NBA and hopes bis performance in Europe will lead to
another chance next season.
His career has bee n troub led by num erous run -ins
with coaches and team officials. He's afso had severa l
legal prob lems that landed
him on probation.
I verson is exp e cted to
make his debut with Besiktas
on Nov. 13 when the tea m
p lays Oyak Re n au lt at its
home arena that sea ts about
4,500 fa ns . The club has n' t
won the Turkish league si nce
1975.
"They were great," Iverson
to ld NTV sports channel of
th e cheeri ng Besiktas fa ns
wh o welcomed him at the airport, adding that "the most
im portan t thing is to be
accepted, to be wanted and to
be appreciated."

Vikes Deal With
In-fighting

BEAUTY UNLIMITED

PERCY HARVIN
Pe rcy H arvi n returned
to Vikings practice Friday,
but thi n gs d id not go
smoothly.
The wide receiver, who sat
out
Wednesday
and
T h ursday beca u se of an
inj ured left ankle, got into a·
heated argu ment with coach
Bra d Chi l dress when
Chil dress qu es tioned
Harvin 's effort in practice,
according to sources.
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CAM NEWTON

AUBURN, Ala. - Auburn
has had "no contact whatsoever " with a man who
allegedly tried to secure payment from Mississippi State
durin g the r ec ruitment of
Tigers quarterback and
Heisman Troph hopeful
Cam Newton , according to
a person familiar with the situation.
N ewton also said Friday
he has done nothing wrong.
The NCAA is reviewing the
recruitment of Newton, but
Auburn has not received a
letter of inquiry.
"I didn ' t do a nything
wrong," Newton said Friday
before stepping on the bus to
the
tea m
h ote l
to
Montgomery. 'Tm bl ssed to
be at Auburn right now and
I'm sure the smoke will settle."
Asked about how tough the
past two day had b ee n,
Newton said: "It's been all
right. I've had worse day ,
but God continues to bles
me throughout this proc ss,
me and my fam ily, and most_
importantly, tl1e team."
N e wton , who started his
career at Florida , has been
on e of ·co ll ege footba ll 's
bigges t sensations sine
transferring from Bli n n
Junior College in Texas. He
has led the Tigers (9-0) to
n ationa l tit le co n tent ion ,
accounti ng for a nation's-best
30 touchdowns. He leads the
Southeaste rn Confere nce in
rushing.

It may _be a little chilly outside for some of
you , but it never gets too cold for our Beauty
Unlimited feature, Ariel. As you can see, this
young lady has the power to make you forget all about the weather. Ariel has plans of
being a successful woman in Tampa, and
she hopes that she will be able to help others along the way. Ariel is careful to surround herself only with positive people who
reflect her desire and ambitions. w ·hen it
comes to the man in her life, Ariel wants him
to be smart, handsome, goal-oriented and
not afraid to speak out when the time is
right,
and
keep
quiet
as
well.
Congratulations to Ariel as this week's_
Beauty Unlimited fea,ure.
If you 're Interested in being in the Beauty Unlimited or
Spotlight, please send your Information and photo,
Including a contact number to: Uohnson- @flsentinel.com
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Probation
Officer
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case is ·being transferred to
his home state of Florida.
For the next three years, he
must avoid drugs and alcohol and not commit any new
crimes, among other conditions.
Lil Wayne, whose r.eal
name is Dwayne Carter
Jr., was released from a
New York jail Thursday after
serving eight months in a
gun case.
He pleaded guilty in Yuma
County in June to a single
felony drug possession
charge stemming from a
Jan. 22, 2008, incident in
which hi s tour bus was
stopped at a U.S. Border
Patrol checkpoint east of
Yuma.
Authorities say they found
cocaine, Ecstasy and a handgun.
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YUMA, ARIZONA -- Lil
Wayne has checked in with
officials in Arizona to begin a
three-year stint of unsupervised probation for a drug
conviction.
Yuma County chief probation officer Steve Hardy
says the 28-year-old rapper's
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suue Knight To
Continue Lawsuit
Against Kanve West
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Poor Health Forces
Aretha·Franklin To
Cancel Shows

ARETHA FRANKLIN

DETROIT - Aretha
Franklin is canceling all
concert dates and personal
appearances through May
on the orders of her doctors,
the singer's spokeswoman
said Thursday.
The news came two days
after the announcement that .
Franklin had been released
over th e weeken d from a
Detroit hospital following a
brief stay.
Publicist Tracey Jordan
said Franklin was "resting
comfortably at home, but is
anxious to get back on the
road to perform for her
countless fans around the
world."
Jordan wouldn't say
whether the events were
related, nor did she offer any
details about the 68-yearold Franklin's condition.
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in 2005 at a Miam i Beach
party hosted by West, and
Knight blames West for
!axed security. His lawsuit is
seeking more than $1 million in damages from West.
Knight's attorney, Mark
Brumer, said Friday his
client was disappointed in
the judge's decision .
The shooter has never been
identified.
In Thursday's order, the
judge concluded there's no
evidence that a shooting at
the party was foreseeable.
West's attorney, Adam
Josephs, said the lawsuit
was ill-conceived from the
beginning.
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SUGE KNIGHT vs.
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KANYEWFST
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MIAMI -- The attorney
for Marion "Suge"
Knight says the rap mogul
plans to appeal a judge's
decision that dismissed his
lawsuit against Kanye
West.
Knight was shot in the leg
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NOW COOKING THURSDAY -SATURDAY

~ 3608N.1Sth(cornerOfLake) 813.247. 128

New Michael Jackson
Album To Drop Next Month

NBC Canceling
New Fall Drama
·undercovers'

Boris Kodjoe as Steven
Bloom, Gugu Mbatha-Raw
as Samantha Bloom.

NEW YORK - NBC says
it's pulling the plug on its
new fall television drama
series "Undercove,·s. "
NBC said Thursday that it
won't be ordering any new
episodes of the Wednesday
night series about a coupl e
in th e catering business who
are lur .d back into their form er jobs as sp ies. Seven
episodes have aired so far.
For now, its last schedul d
appearance will be on Dec. 1,
a lthough NBC says it has
thr ee mor e epi so des that
have been shot that will be
seen sometime after that.
Other new series that have
bee n canceled so far this
season include "Lo ne Star"
on Fox and ABC's "My
Generation."

MICHAEL JACKSONiS ALBUM COVER

NEW YORK - Get ready for
more Michael Jackson
music.
Sony Records and Jackson's
estate announced Thursday
that they' ll be releasing
"Mic hael" on Dec. 14. The
album is billed as "newly
completed recordings" from
the pop legend who died last
year.
The first single is called
"Breaking News" and will be
streamed on www.michael-

jackson.com starting Monday
for one week. A teaser of the
song will appear on the site
Friday.
Jackson recorded
"Breaking News" in 2007.
The statement says it was
"recently brought to completion."
"
Jackson was known for
recording dozens of trqcks for
his albums and had ·a substantial trove of unreleased
music.

Birdma·nReveals
Lil wavne's Plans
Birdman revealed on Big
Boy's Morning Show the run
down plans for Weezy's first
day home.
He stated, "We in the
Maybachs going to the hotel
for a minute to see the kids
then we on the jet after that.
Then we gotta go to Arizona
for a minute to check in cause
he got a little paperwork out
there. After that we gon~
come to L.A. for a minute
then to Miami for this party."

LIL WAYNE
And BDIDMAN

Marques 111s11n Flies
Restraining Order On Raz B.
It looks as if Bow Wow
isn't the only one responding
to Raz B's molestation
claim.
According to published
reports ,
Marques
Houston has also d cided
to respond to the allegations
by filing a restraining order.
In the order states that he
has to file the VPO due to
Raz B whose real name is
DeMario Thornton , is
acting irrational.
"About three weeks ago,
DeMario Thornton, aka
Raz B r eleased a vid o
r cording via th int met of
a conversation that w
had ... DeMario is screaming
at me ... he has a deranged

RAZBvs.

MARQUES HOUSTON

demeanor and is not acting
like a reasonable person .."
Houston wrote in the
paperwork. "After I hung up
on DeMario he continued
recording himself and falsel)
a cu ed me of mol sting
him."
omAs a r sult of th
plaint Raz B cannot onta t
Marques in an wa. or
com within 100 ards of
him.
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MR. REGINALD
GOODS
MR.EDMOND
NEVES,SR.
Homegoing services for Mr.
Edmond Neves, Sr. of 4507 E.
24th Avenue, Tampa, who
passed away, Thursday, November 4 , 2010, will be held
Tuesday, November 9, 2010, at
11 a. m . at Aikens Funeral Home
Chapel, 2708 E. Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Blvd. , with Rev.
Albert Gallmon, Jr., officiating.
Mr. Edmond Neves, Sr. , was
born on December 20, 1927,
and passed away at his daughter's residence, 1823 E. Hanna
Avenue, Tampa, 33610.
He was a well-known, retired
heavy equipment operator /
truck driver with Tampa Electric Company who succumbed
after a long illness. He was
hired as the first Black operator
with TECO, he worked there for
36years.
Edmond, Sr. enjoyed dog
racing and watching sports.
He was preceded in death by:
his mother, Arlean Neves; fa.
ther, Isom Crews; brothers,
Bennie Williams, John Neves,
Ennis Williams and Willie
Neves, Sr.; and sons, Lorenzo
and Eddie Neves.
, He is survived by: a devoted
companion, Annie Laura Davis;
daughters, Regina Neves Smith
and husband, Archie, Karen
Neves, Barbara Knight and husband, Johnny, Veronica Harrell, Sylvia Neves, Vanessa
Neves, and Joyce Ann Neves
and Samantha Freeman; sons,
Larry Coleman and wife,
Cheryl, Jerry Daniels and wife,
Charlene, Willie Daniels, John
Lee Neves, Carlos Franklin and
wife, Kathy, and John Daniels;
brother, James Crews; two sisters, Alm.a Neves Hollinger and
Luvenia Wallace; grandchildren, Dailisa, Artesha, Brandi
and Archie Smith, Jr.; s isters in-law, Beverly Neves and Fairbella Williams, a host of other
relatives; special neighbor,
Leola Collins; co-workers, Otis
Williams, Mr. McDow and
Johnnie Washington.
The viewing was held at
Aikens Funeral Home on Monday, November 8 , 2010, from 47 p. m.
Family and friends are asked
to meet at the Chapel on Tuesday at 10:45 a. m.

2708 F. DR. MARTIN LUfHER
KING, JR. BLVD. • TAMPA-i,FL 33610

Ph. 1813) 232-8,25
Fax (81 3) 23 1-052 1

Let our mmily tnke care of}OUr family.
e are the
IX> a fine and ual' 11ervice"

Harmon
Funeral Home

J o hn W. H a rm o n , L .F.D .
'James H a rm o n, L . F. D.
5002 N . 40th S t.

626-8600

SISTER BERNETHA
M. DIXON

MR.OTTO
BENNETT, JR.

Homegoing services for Sister Bernetha M. Dixon of Plant
City, FL, who passed away Monday, November 1, 2010, were
held on Saturday, November 6,
2010, at 12 noon at St. Luke
Missionary Baptist Church, 108
S. Warnell Street, Plant City,
FL, with the Pastor, Elder Larry
Sykes, officiating. Interment
was made in Garden of Peace
Cemetery, Plant City, FL.
Mrs . Dixon was born on December 18, 1929, to her parents,
Mr. Beatrice Stubbs and Mrs .
Daisy M. Thomas Clark in
Oglethorpe, GA. During her
early childhood, s he moved to
Plant City, FL, and graduated
from Lincoln Academy High
School.
She worked for 28 years in
the Hillsborough County Public
School System as an Area Head
for Lincoln Elementary School
Lunchroom.
She devoted her life as a loving Mother, who provided values, dis cipline and s piritual
guidance to her three children:
Colonel
(Retired)
Robert
Dixon, Jr., Ms. Panzi na C.
Dixon and Mrs . Sanjo Dix on
Wils on.
During her early childhood,
she gave her life to Christ and
was baptized at St. Luke M. B.
Church under the pastorate of
the late Reverend C. W. Burns.
She served diligently in Choir
#2 and as the Church's Financial Secreta.r y. She was also the
Past Worthy Matron of Sarah
Chapter No. 76 , Order of Eastern Star, PHA.
She had a pass ion for cooking and catered at many social
function s . She had been a role
model for many of the children
who grew up in her neighborhood and at St. Luke M. 8.
Church .
God has blessed Sis ter Bernetha M. Dix on to spiritually
touch many lives.
She leaves fond memories
with: her three children,
Colonel
(Retired)
Robert
Dixon, Jr. ofGaitlters burg, MD,
Panzina Dixon of Plant City, FL,
and Sanjo D. Wilson (Clarence
P. , Jr.) of Tampa ; grandchildren, Joe Dixon, Jr. (Norma) of
Tampa, Adrienne N. Dixon of
Baltimore, MD, Mia K. Dixon of
Tampa, Robert C. Dixon of Baltimore , MD, Aja L. Wils on and
Ciara P. Wils on , all of Tampa,
and Clarence P. Wils on , III of
Atlanta, GA; great grandchildren, Shaquana Rivers of Plant
City, JoJuan Dixon, Joe Dixon,
III, Delani' Y. Wils on and Willie
Lewis, Jr. , all of Tampa;
brother, Thomas Stubbs, Sr.
(Betty) ; and s is ter, Bernice
Montgomery, all of Plant City;
and a hos t of nieces, n ephe ws,
cous ins and s p ecial friend s .
The viewing wns held from
6 - 8 p. m. , F riday, November 5,
2010 nt St. Luke M. B. Church ..
A CHARLOW S ERVICE
" Wlie re S e rvice With Love
Makes TIie Difference"

Mr. Otto Bennett, Jr. of3715
E. Clifton Street, passed away
Friday, November 5, 2010.
Funeral services will be conducted Friday, November 12,
2010, at 11 a. m. at Ray Williams
Memorial Chapel, 301 N .
Howard Avenue, with Minister
Milton Bennett officiating. Interme nt will t a k e place in
Florida National Cem e tery in
Bus hnell , FL.
Mr. Bennett w as a native of
Tampa and. a r eside nt for 53
years. He attended Florida College.
He leaves to cherish his
memory: son, Devin R. Bennett;
granddaughter, Paris Ma'Ciya
Bennett; pare nts, Otto and
Ernestine Bennett, Sr. ; siblings,
Paula Bennett Was hington
(Darryl Washington , Sr.) and
Milton Dwayne Bennett (Les ila
Bennett); nieces, Ciera Bennett,
Kirsten Washington , Alexis
Be nnett, Christian Bennett and
Jordyn Bennett; nephew, Darryl Washington, Jr. ; and a host
of loving aunts, uncles and
cousins .
The remains will repose after
5 p . m ., Thurs day, Nove mbe r 11.
20 10, at Ray W illiam s F un e ral
Home, 301 N. Howard Avenue.
Arrangements entrusted to
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL
HOME, Rhodes & Northern ,
Owners. www.raywilliamsfu-

neralhome.com

Mr. Reginald Goods of 4512
East 10th Avenue, passed away
Wednesday, November 3, 2010.
The family will receive
friends Thursday, November 11,
2010, from 6-8 p. m. at Ray
Williams Memorial Chapel, 301
N. Howard Avenue.
Mr. Reginald Goods was a
native of Florida and a resident
of Tampa for 43 years. He attended Plant High School. During the course of his life, he was
employed as a cook and as a
housekeeper; he was also selfemployed.
He leaves to cherish his
memory:
mother,
Norma
Goods; stepfather, Cliff Forrester; father , William Goods;
grandparents, Charlie Mae and
Jerome McGill ; brothers, Mark
Goods and Darris Washington;
sister, Yolanda Scott; nieces,
Sandrika Scott, Tiesha Wimbush , Morecia Scott .tnd
Darielle Washington; great
niece,
Amiyah
Jenkins;
nephews,
Curtis
Rodgers,
Joseph Harris, Robert Wimbush , Javares Wimbush and
Darris Washington, Jr.; aunts,
Arletha Franklin, Judy Royal,
Marie Daniels, Shirley Daniels
and Debra Daniels; uncles,
Theren Daniels and Harmen
Munn ; a hos t of cousins ; and
s pe cial friends , Denise Faggett,
Turekisha Littles, Antoinette
Archer and Brenda Murphy.
The remains will repose after
5 p. m., Thursday, November 11,
2010, at Ray Williams Funeral
Home, 301 N. Howard Avenue,
and the family will receive
friends from 6-8 p. m.
Arrangements entrusted to
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL
HOME, Rhodes & Northern,
Owners. www.ra,ywilliamsfu-

DARRELL S. "DOBY
Nov. 9, 1959 - Dec. 18, 2009
Happy birthday.
From, your sisters, brothers,
children, grands and great
grand nieces, nephews, friends
and good friends, Charlie, Jack
and Jr., and your parents.
Happy birthday. We love you.
Rest in peace.

HARMON FUNERAL HOME
Baby girl Ja'Liyah Cherry
Crump, Tampa.
Mr. August Tiller, Tampa.
JACKSON FUNERAL HOME
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Karon Cole, Tampa.
C
Joseph Wiggins, 1607 E. Sitka )>
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Mr. Otto Bennett of Tampa.
Mr. Walter Gallon of Tampa.
Mr. Reginald Goods of m
Tampa.
C:
Mrs. Delores Patterson of r1
Tampa.
Mrs. Theresa Williams of m
:::!
Seffiier.
Mrs. Minnie Woodson of
Tampa.
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STONE'S MEMORIAL
FUNERAL HOME
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Mr. Anthony.Frederick, 11813 ~
Northtrail Avenue.
~
WILSON FUNERAL HOME

neralhome.com
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Mrs. Deborah Lynn Brown, m
Tampa.
~
Mr. Charles Gilmore, Jr. , -f
Tampa.
C:
Ms. Dorothy Ivey, Brandon.
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FUNERAL HOME

"Our Business ls Service"
3000 N. 29th • Tampa, FL 33605
(800) 605-3350 • (813) 248-6125
www.wilson-funeralhome.com

Integrity Funeral Services
3822 E. 7th Ave. Tampa, FL 33605
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Traditional Burial
Plan

lndudll 20 Gauge SIMI Caket,
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. Phone Us At

(813) 248-5000

TIMOTHY JACKSON
11/06/06 - 03/ 30/10
Missing you on your 24th birtl,day.
From, all ofus. R.I.P.
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Youth Mentor Charged
With sexual Banerv
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The University of South
Florida Police Department
reports that on October 29,
2010, they were notified of an
incid ent that allegedly
occurred during th e 2010
·summer session of the
Upward Bound Program.
A preliminary investigation
revealed that
~
while serving in
C a supervisory capacity as a
CC yo uth mentor for Upward
LL Bound from June 18th

through August 1st, befriended a teen attending th e program.
Findings indicate
,
through his position of
authority, became involved in
a relationship with the teen
during which sexual activity
reportedly occurred.
As a result of the investiga- ·
tion ,
ha s been
charged with four counts of
sexual battery by a person in
a po s ition of custodial
authority on a perso n less
than 18 years old.
USF Police obtained an
arrest warrant for
,
and he was tak en into custody in New Hav e n ,
Connecticut. Arrangements
are being coordinated for his
extradition back to Tampa on
the charges.
The investigation is s till
active, and anyone with information regarding this case is
asked to contact USF Police
Criminal
Investigation
Division.
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Suspect Teenager
Arrested
After
Pursuit
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MONTE DUDLEY

PINELLAS COUNTY - On

mSaturday, Pinellas County

< deputies reported that two
C males entered a convenience
CC store near Bay Pines at 9
p .m., and were reportedly

g

acting suspiciously.
A witness reportedly saw a
gun. Th e suspects left the
store, but a witn ess ca lled law
enforcement. Deputies made
contact with the suspects,
who failed to stop when
deputies tried to pull them
over.
A short pursuit contin ued
until th e suspect ve hicl e
struck a utility pole. No one
was hurt.
Arrested and charged with
aggravated assault with a
ve hicl e, felony fl eei ng a nd
eluding, a nd oth er ch arges
was Monte Dudley, 18. His
17-yea r-old acco mplice ha s
not been ch arged wi t h a
felony a t this time and hi s
leve l of involvement is st ill
being investigated.
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STATE & FEDERAL BONDS· PRIVATE GPS

Thanks To All Mv Clients &
Friends For Your Condnued
lovaltv & Trust
SERVING
MIAMI · N EW YORK· GEORGIA

LOS ANGELES AND
MANY C ITI ES IN FLORIDA
FREDDIE WILSON
Bail Agcn1
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John 3: 16 - For God so loved the world, that He gave his only begotten Son,
that whosoever belicveth in him should not perish, but haw everlasting lifo.

Man Charged With
Ripping on West
Tampa Woman
Tampa
Police arrested a man
Friday on two
counts of acting in the
capacity of a
contractor
BENT.
without
a
JONES
license.
According to r epor ts ,
Asmra Mekuanent, 45,
ca ll ed police to report th at
she had hired a man to build
an addition onto her home.
She told police she paid him
almost $20,000, but the job
was never completed.
Wh en investigators determined the s uspect, Ben
Jones, 45 , of Big Ben 's
Handym an Service, was previously convi cted of contracting without a license and was
serving probation, they set up
a sting.
On November 3rd, investiga tors asked Jones to provide an es tim ate to perform
repairs on a home . H e
responded and agreed to provide a written proposal the
next day.
On November 4th, Jones
arrive d at the property and
provided a computer-generated es timate. He was arrested
on th e above charges.

Three Men Charged
With Traveling To
Meet Minor For Sex
Last Thursday, Plant City
Police arrested three men on
charges of traveling to meet a
minor for sex and/or related
crimes during an operation
conducted by the Plant City
Police Department and its
internet Crimes Against
Children partners.
During the operation, the
suspects answered advertisemen ts and ex pressed an
interest in responding to a
location to engage in sexual
acts with young children.
After the suspects answered
the advertisements, they followed up their initial contact
with subsequent e-mails
and/or telephone calls. The
suspects were told they could
meet the minors at a location
in Plant City. When the sus-

p e C t S
arrived,
they were
arrested.
Wallace
Burkey,
49,
was
charged
with traveling to meet
a minor for
sex
and
DAMIEN
attempted
JONES
lewd
and
lascivious exhibition. Glen
ConckliJl, 58, was charged
with traveling to meet a
minor for sex, possession of
cannabis, and possession of
drug paraphernalia.' Damien
Jones, 26, was charged with
traveling to meet a minor for
sex.

Suspect Charged
In Sho-ting 01
Pregnant Woman

Five Suspects
Sought In Clothing
Store Robberv
ST. PETERSBURG - At 1:25
p.m. Thursday, St. Petersburg
Poli ce a nd d et ec tives were
ca ll ed to M . J. Fashion
Clothing Store on 34th Street,
South regarding a reported
armed robbery .
It was discovered that five
male suspects had entered the
sto r e, all armed with gun.
They secured t_h e front door
so no customers could enter,
police said.
The suspec ts reportedly
made a clerk strip his clothes
off, tied him up and put him
in a storage room. At one
point , o n e of th e suspects
struck the clerk in the mouth
with the butt of his gun .
Non e of the suspects were
ma s ked , and a ll we re
de cribed as Black mal es in •
their 20s. Two were seen carryin g what appeared to be
assault rifles and th e remainin g three h ad ha ndgun s.
Police believe they arrived in
a light colored sedan.
The store clerk reported that
the s uspec ts b eca m e co ncerned about a bystander loitering out in front of the store.
He told police he could hear
one suspect comment that if
th e bystander didn't leave
soon, they would have to go
out and shoot him.
Before leaving, the suspects
took the clerk's car keys and
stole hi s 2005 black Nissan
Altima, Florida Tag D89905.
Anyone with information is
asked to co nt act St.
Petersburg Police at (727 )
893-7780.

TERRY LEE THOMAS
... critically iajured
pregnant woman. ,

TAMFSHA MILES
... who is pregnant, remains
in critical condition

LAKELAND - On Saturday,
Polk County Sheriffis deputies
arrested a man after an investigation revealed h e shot a
pregnant woman five times in
an attempt to kill her.
On October 30th, Tamesha
Miles, 25, who is four months
pregnant, agreed to give a ride
to Kelvin Hall , and h e r
cousin, Whitney Hall (not
related) . While Miles a nd
Whitney Hall sat in th e car,
Kelvin Hall went into the
house.
Immediately after , an
unknown Black male dressed
in dark clothing ran up to
Miles' car and fired several
shots at her, striking her five
times. Whitney, who was in
the front passenger seat, got
into the driv e r ' s seat and
drove Miles to the hospital.
She and h er unborn baby
remain in critical condition.
Detectives interviewed several witnesses who were at the
scene during the shooting,

and were able to obtain a
search warrant for the home
of Kelvin Hall, 2 7. On
November 3rd , detectives
searched Hall's residence and
found a large amount of ecstasy. He was arrested and
charged with trafficking in
MDMA.

A co nfidential source told
detectives Terry Lee
Thomas, 37, was going to
visit Hall at the jail.
Detectives said Thomas pays
for the electricity at Hall's
residence. A witness from the
crime scene also previously
identified Thomas as the
shooter.
Thomas was arrested
Saturday at the jail and
charged with attempted premeditated murder, firing a
missile into a occupied vehicle, possession of a firearm by
a· convicted felon, and assault
with a deadly weapon without
intent to kill. He is being held
without bond.

UNCLE SANDY
... Remember before you put 1, 5, 9, 10 your best foot
forward 14, 18, 20, 22 make sure you aren't 26 29 33,
34 stepping on someone elseis foot 44,
., 49 51 55
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Notice Under Fictitious
Name Law Pursuant
To Section 865.09
Florida Statutes

Notice Under Fictitious
Name Law Pursuant
To Section 865.09
Florida Statutes

NOTICE IS HEREBY
GIVEN that the undersigned , ·desiring to engage
in business under the
fictitious name of Dee's
Creative Vision located
at 1901 Rutherford Drive ,
in
the
County
of
Hillsborough, in the City
of Dover, Florida 33527
intends to register the said
name with the Division of
Corporations of the Florida
Department
of
State ,
Tallahassee, Florida.

NOTICE IS HEREBY
GIVEN that the undersigned, desiring to engage
in - business under the
fictitious name of First
Impressions
Pressure
Cleaning
located
at
8312 North Orangeview
Avenue, in the County of
Hillsborough, in the City
of Tampa, Florida 33617
intends to register the said
name with the Division of
Corporations of the Florida
Department
of
State ,
Tallahassee, Florida.

Dated at Tampa, Florida,
this 9th day of
November. 201 o.

Dated at Tampa, Florida ,
this 9th day of
November. 2010.

Sole Owner(s)
Delores Cooper-Hardy
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Sole Owner(s)
Lovett Clark
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FOR RENT

North Tampa

3019 North 38th Street

2/2 Townhouse

3 Bedrooms/2 Baths

Fenced Yard, No Pets

3 Bedroom/2 Bath
Also With

Call 813-832-4282
Or E-mail

A 2nd Building

Currently Rented For
$450.00/Monthly

AVONLADYGEORGIAOYAHOO.COM

On Quiet Dead End Street

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath

WDH , Ceramic Tile

CHA, Carport

CHA; WDH, Fenced Yard

2 - Story

$900.00/Monthly

Available Now!

Section 8 OK

Plus Security

Call (813) 949-3482

Call (813) 443-9797

Call (813) 770-2003
Or (813) 735-5295

Gann & Gann Rentals
Call For Rent
(813) 229-8696 Or
(813) 373-2515

Progress Village

West Tampa

Roomy 4 Bedroom/1 Bath

Large 4 Bedroom/2 Bath

$925.00/Rent

CHA, WDH

$813.00/Monthly

Frank Vacanti Realty
(813) 223-4633

Barbers Wanted

8315 E. Dahlia Avenue

Less Than 1 Mile .

Section 8 Welcome

From Downtown

806 Floribraska Avenue
Room For Rent

Call (813) 789-0760

Call (813) 230-9448

Condo - Pond View
Near Busch

Progress Village

For Rent

Nice Home

2 And 3 Bedroom Homes

1 Bedroom/1 Bath

4 Bedroom/2 Bath

Section 8 Welcome

m

$675 .00/Monthly

CHA, Fenced Backyard

Free TV With Rental

Gated Community

Carport, W/D Hook-up

.,,z

Swimming Pool , Laundry

All Appliances

Water And Sewer Included

Section 8 Welcome

(813) 390-4169

FOR RENT

Work From Home

Call The Tag Lady
(813) 417-6654

CONTACT LAVORA
(813) 248-1921

@

FOR D ETAIL S ON PLAC IN G
YOUR ADV E RTI SEM E N T

813-287-1591
Green Light Realty LLC

3015 North Sanchez St.
Includes W/S/G
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South Tampa
3213 E. Wallace Avenue

m
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Jackson Heights

3 Bedroom/2½ Bath

3 Bedroom/1 Bath Home

2/1 Home

Condo

Newly Renovated

With Garage

CJ)

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

Concrete Block, Carport

All Appliances

C

Community Pool

$1,050.00/Monthly

$875.00/Monthly

Section 8 Only

$500.00/ Deposit

Section 8 OK

South Tampa

11

::c

5134 Tennis Court Cir.

Section 8 Welcome

Call (813) 787-5736

(813) 293-2677
Beautiful Homes
For Rent
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Split Level Home

Townhouse

2 Car Garage

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

Mint Condition

Section 8 Welcome

Fenced , Patio

2 And 3 Bedroom

$500.00/Deposit

Section 8 Ready

Block Homes

$1 ,300.00/Monthly

$850.00/Monthly

Mark 690-2012
Section 8 Welcome

Call (813) 451-9201

~

4 Bedroom/2 Bath

Properties In

. (813) 967-4102
(813),562-6585

4 Bedroom/2 Bath
$975.00/Monthly
$500.00/Deposit ·
$200.00 Off Rent
1 Bedroom

111~11

For Details Call

Call (813) 982-1332

2 Bedroom/1 ½ Bath

11

0

Huge Fenced Yard

4413 Booker T Drive

Experienced, Licensed

.,,r-

$700. 00/Secu rity

Contact Teasee
(813) 506-4394

$10,000/Down

0

407 E. Floribraska Ave.
Apartment

Seller Financing

Cutting It Low

II

3418 North 49th Street
Section 8 Only

2702 N. Howard Avenue

Needed All Areas!

No Selling, No Buying
No Scam!
Must Have Internet Access
Guaranteed Income

==H=O=M=E=S=F=O=R=R=E=N=T==

l.;;;11

L:;;;;;;;11

Avon Representatives

SO/Parsons
Brandon Area
Call (813) 217-2462

II

.....

Rear Apartment
$480.00/Monthly

Section 8 Welcome

$300. 00/Deposit

1708 East Idell Street

$150.00 Off Rent

4 Bedroom/2 Bath

,

Call (813) 704-3370

(813) 727-6782

SUPPORT THE
FLORIDA SENTINEL
ADVERTISERS
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HOMES FOR RENT

II

11

11

APTS. FOR RENT

11
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3 Bedroom/1 Bath

Own Now Program

Own Now Program

Sulphur Springs

Totally Remodeled

Ybor City
2912 East Columbus

w

New Laminate And Tile

Call Trademark

1 - 5 Bedrooms

Large 4 Bedroom/2 Bath

Gated And Fenced

(813) 221-4457

For Rent

Block Home

2/2 - Apartment

I-

Central H/A, Fenced

$850.00/Monthly

Section 8 OK

2918 East 21st Avenue

Call Trademark
(813) 221-4457

$900.00/Monthly
Section 8 Accepted

Updated; Very Nice

(813) 748-1566

3 Bedroom/2½ Bath

en

:::::,

$750.00/Monthly

Several Homes
Available For Rent
2 - 5 Bedrooms

With Efficiency
$1,200.00 Per Month
Call (813) 495-9757

Starting At
$595.00/Monthly

University Mall Area

Investors Choice Realty
727-580-9184

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

Call (813) 503-5321 .

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

2 Bedroom 1 Bath

Central Heat And Air

Block Home

Washer/Dryer Hook-Up

WDH, CHA

Rent - $750.00

Fenced Corner Lot

Deposit $400.00

Tile Floors, Wood Deck

1 Bedroom/1 Bath

$800.00/Monthly

Gated, Pool

$500.00/Deposit

Laundry Facility

Section 8 Ready

4 Bedroom/1 Bath

Call (813) 451-9201

~

Newly Remodeled

a:

$1 ,000.00/Monthly

C

LL
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$850.00/Monthly

Tampa Area

Homes Available

Preferably Section 8
Thonotosassa Area

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

3 Bedroom/2 Bath Home

Call (813) 453-0123

Section 8 Accepted
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On Acre Of Land
CHA, WDH
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Middleton HS Area
2 - Houses
1 Bedroom With Den Each
$500.00 And $525.00
One Month FREE
Fenced Yard
W/D Hook-up, CHA
(813) 505-7266
2722 North Morgan
2 Bedrooms/2 Baths

Jackson Heights

Garbage

4 Bedroom/2 Bath

Call (813) 267-4488

$800.00/Monthly

$500.00/ Deposit

Section 8 Welcomed

Section 8 Welcome

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

Available

Central Heat/Air

Call V & V
(813) 259- 4663

CHA, Hardwood Floors
$900.00/Monthly

As Low As

Plus Deposit

$550.00/Monthly
No Application Fee•

Section 8 Welcome
(813) 728-7510

2 Bedroom, 3 Bedroom
$650 - $1 ,050 Per Month

3 Bedrooms/2 Baths

Baths, Central Air

2 Car Garage

f

Includes Water

.

11

510-366-4600
First Month
Rent Free

Near Everything

Sulphur Springs
Apartment

Required
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Burglar Bars
3023-B North 48th Street
Security Deposit Of $300.00

Central Heat And Air

Can Be Paid

No Pets

At $50.00 Per Month

Call (813) 810-7725
Or (813) 996-7725

For 6 Months
(813) 238-6353

Utilities Included

Call V & V
(813) 259- 4663
www.myfinancialconnections.com

Ybor City
(Columbus Drive)

Most Have

Studio Apartment

Tile Floors

Washer/Dryer Hookups

Completely Remodeled

$1,000.00/Monthly

Section 8 Vouchers OK

$450.00/Monthly

$800.00/Deposit

Most Pets OK

Plus Deposit

1 Bedroom/1 Bath House

Available - So See Today!

Tile Throughout

(813) 732-5332
(813) 728-3163

Call Patrick
813-254-5338

N

C,

Plus Deposit

Sec 8 Welcomed

Newer Kitchen Appliances

w

$595.00 - $625.00/Monthly

$50.00 Move In

, 2 Or 3 Bedroom/1 Bath
2 Bedroom Apartments

Or 4 Bedroom

0

Newly -Remodeled

$585.00/Monthly

3 Bedroom/1 Bath Home

Call (813) 601-3101

Apartment

Excellent Rental History

Call (813) 546-7782

11

Nice 2 Bedroom/1 Bath

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

www.myfinancialconnections.com

West Tampa Houses
For Rent

3426 Powhattan Avenue

Section 8 Tenants
O Security -Deposit

(813) 293-2677

APTS. FOR RENT

Busch Gardens
Temple Terrace Area

Section 8 Wefcome

$1 ,250.00/Monthly

$1 ,000.00/Monthly
Plus Deposit

$470.00 - $525.00/Monthly

As Low As

Den, Garage
All Appliances Included

Very Clean

Concrete Block, Carport

Totally Remodeled

11

Apartments

Newly Renovated

Tampa Stadium Area Great
Neighborhood

Call (813) 318-1523

Large 1 And 2 Bedroom

3 & 5 Bedrooms Homes

Screened Front Porch
Call (813) 986-1438

APTS. FOR RENT

Includes Water, Sewage And

I-

>
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w
>
w
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w

11

12301 N. 11th Street
813-971-0341

Central Heat And Air

No Deposit
Upon Approval

2/1 Bath - Only $545.00
Free Water & Garbage
No Credit Check
Onsite Laundry

2, 3 And 4 Bedroom
Call (813) 787-5736

University Area

(813) 532-0313

Move In Special
First Month Free
With Security

Section 8 OK

C

Jacob Real Estate Broker
(813) 258-3200

$490.00/Monthly

Fenced Yard
East Tampa
3003 East 18th Avenue

Section 8 Welcome

Progress Village
4901 South 82nd Street

Phone 813-476-4437

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

With Washer/Dryer

Granite Countertops
Call (813) 318-1523

PUBLICATION·DEADLINES

luesday Edition -Thursday @1~ P.M.
Friday Edition· Monday@12:00 RM.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$8.00 • 1-20 Words And SO$ ·For Each
Additional Word Over 20 ·
This Price Is Each Time You Publish Your Ad
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APTS. FOR RENT

11

II

DUPLEXES

II I

ROOMS FOR RENT
11

ICOND~~NING I
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8431 North 39th Street

1750 East Mulberry Drive
Section 8 Accepted

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

Room For Rent

Rooms For Rent

Tarpley's A/C LLC

Outside Of The Main House

Near Bus Line

Sales & Service

Down Stairs Apartment

2/1 - Duplex (2 Units)

Free Cable, Water

$100.00 And $125.00

New & Used

Ceramic Tile, CHA

WDH, Well Maintained

And Electricity

Weekly

Financing Available

$600.00/Monthly

Available Now!

+ Deposit $50.00

Call (813) 433-3290

$350.00/Deposit

Phone (813) 205-0656
Room For Rent
Jackson Heights Area

.For Rent
Temple Terrace Area

Tampa Rental

2 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex

Kitchen And

Apartments

Central A/C

Washer/Dryer Access

Small Pets OK

$850.00/Monthly

$115.00/Weekly

$585.00 - $675.00/Monthly

All Utilities Included

Section 8 Welcomed

Affordable Service ·
Duct Repairs Available
Call Dunlap Heating
&A/C NOW!!!
(813) 323-2899

Call (813) 562-3848

LIC #RA0067106

Clean Rooms
Call (813) 340-3085

In Ybor City

II
II

DUPLEXES

Beautiful
3 Bedroom1 ½ Bath
Duplex
Move In Ready
CHA, WDH , Carpet
Fenced Yard
Section 8 Welcome
Call (813) 495-5865

ROOMS
FOR RENT

II

Includes All Utilities

I

And Cable

30 Years Of Age & Older
Must Have Steady Income
$100.00/Weekly
$100.00/Deposit
Jim (813) 237-1 810
Beverly (813) 235-7934
Jeanette(813)230-6776

1709 East Idell Street

Historic Ybor Area

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath

Spacious Home With

Duplex

4 Rooms For Rent

$850.00/Monthly

2 Bathrooms

$400.00/Deposit

Kitchen Privileges

Section 8 Accepted

W/D Available
$150.00/Weekly

West Tampa Area
2 Bedroom/1 Bath

West Tampa

$100.00/Deposit
Call 813-245-1998

Room For Rent
Central

@

1-275

A/C, Cable, Phone
Queen Beds,
Kitchen , Ceiling Fans
$85.00 Deposit
$100.00 And Up Weekly

South Of 1-275

Utility Room , WDH

Near Armenia

Near Busline

Furnished

And Downtown

$100.00 - $125.00/Weekly

$675.00/Monthly

. Includes All Utilities

Call (813) 223-5214
Or (813) 363-6444

Cable & Personal Fridge

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Duplexes
Accepting 2, And
3 Bedroom Vouchers
CHA, WDH
Large Backyard
Nice Area
Call (813) 789-3879

i

New Efficiency - Ybor

Ybor City

Senior citizen Preferred

Nice Home For Two

Furnished

Elderly Persons

Large Fenced Yard

Includes 3 Hot Meals

Must Have Income

And Cable

Must See To Appreciate!! !

No Drinking Or Smoking

(813) 802-TT45
Leave Message

Call (813) 802-4338
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AUTOMOBILE
REPAIRS

II

MLK & 17th

ROOMMATE

II

Tom's Mobile Auto
Repair
Check Engine Light On?

Private Refrigerator

Utilities Included

Cable, No Deposit

C

~
z

48 Years Experience

:J>

Reasonable Prices

.,,C

No Felonies

:!!

tja813@llve.com

Freshly Painted Room

Call (813) 232-2477
Leave A Message

m

en

All Makes And Models

Internet, Phone Service

Plus Deposit

-t

C:

Call (813) 368-5037 ·

Master Bedroom

Bath And Entrance

m
m
<
m
:::u
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C

Roommate

Furnished - Private Room

::c

C

Walk-In Closet

~

2 Weeks Free

Duplex

section 8 Only
O Deposit
$300.00 Move-In

II .ADULT CARE 11 0

:!!

$130.00/Weekly
(813) 919-3967
(813) 310-3556

.,,r

From $100.00/Weekly

(813) 598-4262

Call (813) 335-0076
Or (813) 885-5226

IIEFFICIENCVII

Or $400.00/Monthly
Room For Rent
In Nice Home

.....

$35.00 Service Charge

Single Person
Free Cable, A/C And Heat
$100.00 Per Week
No Deposit

Call (813) 690-2833

N
0
0

Pre-Winter Tune Up

Furnished
Rooms For Rent

Call (813) 237-8485

Plus Deposit

y,

Lie #CAC1815130

Central Heat And Air

1 & 2 Bedroom

m

:::u

Call (813) 238-7884

Phone 813-234-9339

(813) 299-3838

==
m

Call (813) 545-8074

Ybor City Area

$125.00/Weely

Ii

Immediate Move-In

Fully Furnished Room
For Rent

I.

Beds

With Refrigerator
$85.00 Per Week

Twin

$ 60.00

+ $85.00 Deposit

Full

$ 65.00

Queen

$ 75.00

,

Call Bobby@
(813) 545-9307

I

AIR
CONDITIONING

I

King

$ 110.00 & Up

Bunk Beds

$125.00/Deposlt
"LOOK"--Speclal
Small Room
$115.00/Deposit

,S.§.1, Fixed Income
Big Rooms For Rent

Older adults Preferred

Various Locations

Must Be Employed

$375.00/Monthly

Or Receiving Benefits

Includes Cable TV

No Drugs Or Kids Allowed

$25.00/Key Deposit

813-431 -1310

(813) 325-6499

ii

(813) 944-2101

Large $125.00/Weekly

$115.00/Weekly

BEDS FOR
SALE

Full Maintenance
Check-Up

$150.00

Call (813) 310-0991

Quality Service
At Affordable Rates
$35.00 Service Charge
Call Parham Air
& Heating - Today!
(813) 770-6786
Lie # RA0067106
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BUSINESS
OPS

II

II II

DNA Paternity Testing

Start Your Own Business

>,;<(

C

With Little Money

w

Guaranteed

u,

:::,
r"'

II II

DNA

Send $25.00 Money
Order For Details To:
Hallback Referral Service
1307 East 127th Avenue
Apt#C
Tampa, FL 33612

INSURANCE

II

LOANS
11

Legal Or Personal

Need A Break

If You're Looking

Testing Available

On Insurance?

For A

Complete Home Repairs

Results In Just 3 DAYS

We Also Offer

Small Business Loan

Experienced Staff

No Collection

SR22 And FR44

And You Need Ca$h Now

Title Service

Affordable Carpet
Cleaning

Results In 3 Days

II

JUNK CARS
11

II

Gil Robinson Plumbing

We Buy Junk Cars

Installation Of Kitchen Sink

Trucks And Vans

And Cabinets

We Buy Junk

$65.00 Flat Rate

24-Hour Service

Cars And Trucks

Ca$h

Monday - Saturday

ASAP (813) 484-6757

II CHILDCARE II

II

If You Need Childcare

>

24- Hours

w
>
w
C
w

Monday - Friday

a:

11

:::,

z
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Weekend Childcare

m

For 4 Year Olds

_,

.=zz

Meals Served

Cl)

Submit Appllcatlons To:
P.O. Box 4284
Tampa, FL 336TT
Before 12/31/10
(813)850-1448

_,

I

·

Junk Metal/Appliances

All Junk Removal

~

w

~

Plumbing, Ceramic Tile
Sidewalks Patios & Hauling
Call Ell (813) 325-4643
Lie #022650

II

LAWN

SERVICE

Or Anything Else
No Job Too Big Or Small
Fast And Reasonable
(813) 285-4674

$60.00 - -

Sew-Ins

$50.00

Michelle
(813) 300-0404
Servicing Brandon, Vairico ·
And Seffner

$ 45.00
$45.00

Relaxer
Up Do .

$100.00

Sew-Ins

$100.00

Micros

$15.00

Eyelases

Other Services Available

II

"We Do Best For Less"
MAC DADDY

II

We Haul: Debris, Limbs
And Fur·niture

UBLICATION DEADLINES
Tuesday Edition• Thursday@12:00 P.M.
Friday Edition · Monday @12:00 P.M.

Phone (813) 245-9761

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE

Furniture, Tree Debris
Construction, _Ga_rbage

Phone (813) 401-1213
Gloria Gass
Director of Operations
And Owner
Glorlagss@gmall.com

Roofing, Drywall

(813) 695-2438

Comp_lete Clean-Up

Reasonable Rates
For Residential And
' Commercial Properties

Carpentry, Room Additions

7 Days A Week

(813) 418-9655

II

II

Bobs

Specials

We Pick Up Any

Expert In Roofing
And Tile, Repairs
Drywall, Driveways
Home Additions And More

HAULING

REPAIRS

$100.00

Body Plaits And Kinky Twist
$75.00

Woodard Brothers
Residential Remodellng

Running Or Not

Lawn Service And
Veiga Cleaning Services
4202 Rlchmere Street
Tampa, Fl 33617

II

DJ's Home Repair

CLEANING
SERVICE

Micros

For Junk Cars, Trucks

11

Braids ·By Serina
(813) 863-2868

$125.00

Call Now(813) 269-4656
www.callmemoses.com

For FREEi

11

11

No EqL_Jity? No Problem

Vans And Motorcycles

Lie # FTA432104

HANDYMAN

(813) 247-4368

Any Condition

We Pay "TOP" $CASH$
Up to $1,500.00

Lie #ER13013733

With VPK

w

PROPERTY
WANTED

Senegalese Twist

Top$$$
Call (813) 458-0584
(813) 610-8930

Call Rufus
Electric Contracting
(813) 348-6148

:::,

u..

Children - $35.00

Any Property

No Problem - Any Shape !!

11

Breaker Panels And
Receptacles, Lights, Outlets
Service Upgrades

Lie# TA430410

Q.

ELECTRICAL

Residential And
Commercial Complete
Electrlcal Service

Call Naomi
. (813) 932-0696
All Government
Programs Accepted

:c
Cl)
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Relaxer School Age

WANTED!!!

Title - No Tile

w

<

Specials

Twist With Ponytail $35.00

Prefect - Not So Perfect

:::,
r"'

1111111
CONTACT LAVORA
0 (813) 248-1921

F OR D ETAILS ON PLACING
· YOUR ADVERTISEMENT

II

Ms. D's World Of Beauty
3720 ½ Dr. MLK Blvd.

Phone (813) 872-0927
Or (813) 404-9778

I Buy Cars
In Any Condition

C

SALON

General Plumbing

(813) 966-3501

DLM-DNA Testing Services
(813) 928-2753
Dlmservices91@yahoo.com
Now Servicing Nationwide
1-888-651-5777

Cl)

C

II

CALL J.R.

C

w

II

We Specialize In

Call (813) 784-8339

Payment Plans

u..

~

PLUMBING

Junk Cars

Deep Scrub

a:

z
<

See Jobs
www.shpaintihgcontracting.com
Harvey (813) 412-9318
Insured/Lie# 199701

DNA Testing

We Come To You!

Licensed Electricians

@

(813) 988-2857

http://dnatestingsolutions.com
DNA Testing Solutions
11972 N. Florida Avenue
(813) 915-0000

S & H Painting
& Contracting

Give Us A Call
(813) 480-9958

NO BLOOD!
Payment Options Available

II

Carpenters, Roofing, .

Legal Or Personal Testing

~

REPAIRS

Need Cash Now?

Paternity Test

C

II

Insurance Plus

Fees In Tampa

CARPET
CLEANING

11

$8.00 • 1-20 Words And 50$ For Each
Additional Word Over 20
This Price Is Ea~h Time You Publish Your Ad
.,
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SALON

11

Micros Short Hair

$65

Ms. D's World Of Beauty

Micros Long Hair

$85

Is Looking For

Kinky Twists

~

Cash In 3 Days
For Your House

Call Today!!!

MOTHER
GRIFFIN

Palm , Card Reader

Offers Special Prayers
And Gives Luck!

Evil Spells

Call For Appointment

Restores Lost Nature

(813) 567-1429

Advise On Love/Marriage

L:;ll=s=E-~='o=~-o_E_u=R=.:11111 sP1A1TUAL1sT

II

Special Readings $5.00

And
Starting

Reverend Emma Rosa

@

The Chakra Center

Quick Closing

@

I Will Make An Offer

$50 .00 Per Week

Within 24 Hours

I\)

0

.....

0

4927 83rd Street

Tuesday - Nov. 9th, 2010
Anywhere ! ! !

Booth Rental Available

::r:I

(D

· CALL ME TODAY!
813-677-2971

Phone (813} 506-9239

New Client's Specials

OJ

m

Has your loved one changed?
Are
you
in
distress?
Whatever the problem , I can
help in one visit. Satisfcation!

Health And Business

After Hours Cre'ations
Salon ...

s:

Don't be discouraged if others
have failed . I can help you
overcome bad luck, evil
influences , spells, unatural
conditions surrounding you.

Removes Bad Luck

1-888-443-3297

$45

Sister Grace
1907 East Fletcher

Spiritual Cleansing

1-888-443-DAYS

Call (813) 748-0952

I Buy Houses Fast!!!
For Cash

~z

m

For New Barber Shop

$40

Weaves

i

SPIRITUALIST

II ====================;;;;;I-II

Licensed Barbers

$65

Box Plaits

II

SELL YOUR
HOME

Ii

TOWING

I
II

Sun City

(813) 633-9400

WELL
DRILLING

I

ABLE TOWING ·

11 :00 - 3 :30 P.M.

Call Ms. Angi
For Details
@ (813) 388-3770

Call Jeff Today
(813) 325-2813

Roll Back Service

For Physic Readings

Tows As Low As $35 .00

Dave's Well Drilling
And Pump Servjce

"T1
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FREE!! !

Also Tree And

Abandoned Vehicle

Limb Removal

Removal

(J)

m

Call (813) 986-0125

Call Morris At
(813} 442-2150

C
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(813) 403-4256 (Cell)
Ask For Dave
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY
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HAIR

SALON
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Repa lra -Vlru• Control
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c.a-rOll(lbor........
813-695-7813
813- 241 - 9050
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HID
Gassett's Gyros
Seafood And Soul Food

•505 East HIiisborough Ave.
Tampa, Florlda 33810
Phone: 813-828-4181
Open 7 Daya A Week
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ROOF REPAIRS
Resldentlal & Commercial

Catering Available
• Chitterlings • BBQ Ribs & Ch
Chops • Greens • Mac & Chee
Fried Chicken • Co

13.238.6191

REEVES ROOFING
REEVES PlUMBli
1

~

CFC
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY
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A_JT_OR_N_EY_S_ _ _ _ _ __.._I
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'W"HIDDEN BROWN P.L.

....

ATTORNEYS AT LA\N

I-

tvUAM I - TAMrA
Bond Motions
Probation Vlolatlons

~:~~i'""'

.

Criminal Defense &

Personal Injury

Homldde/VlolentCrime
Sex Offenses
(813)
DUI/BUI

272 - 2200

_

* All Job-Related lryuries
* Change Treating Physicians

Auto Accidents
MotorcycleAcddents
BoattngAcddents
WrongfulDeathCialms

* Collect Back Pay
* Hostile Work Environment
* W.C. I Race Discrimination
FREE CONSULTATION!

ATTY.RODERICK FORD
(813) 223-1200

402 East 7th Avenue, Tampa, FL 33602

:uoo

State & Fed. W. C. Claims

* Certified by Michi~an State University

Free lnfomiation Concerning Qualifications & Experience Available Up<Yl Requat. The Hiring Of
AnAllomcy ls An ltnp<'1tunl Occisioo Tt.11 Should Not Be Based Solely UpM AdvcrtiscmenL<. Bcfae You
Decide, Ask Us To Send You Free Wollen hlfoonation

(Exc.ptForr>w.TltleVIICues)

220 E. Madison Street• Suite 1207, Tampa, FL 33602

Vi,it Us On -line At www.FOROLAWFIRM.ORG (Forrner U.S. Army JACC Attorney}
!ht hiring ol •i.w-,.r l<an .,._,.,. dod,ion and 5hwd n<>< ~b-.1 __, _lls<m<nt< Bdor<you dod<lt, >!l<usro
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Bon Mottons
Felony Misdemeanors
Traffic Warrants VOP
Personal Injury

(813) 418-5253
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Payment PlamAvailablt
With NO CREDIT CHECK
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(813).K774~ 1800

-Crimina~ Post-Conviction Proceedings, Scaling Crimi.nal Rttords and Appeu3111 West M.L.K. Jr. Blvd., Suite 100, Tampa, FL33607

DUI • MISDEMEANOR
BOND/ROR $249
VOP $249-$949

FREE INITIAL
CONSULTATION

(813) 350-7923
PAYMENT PLANS/VISA/MAsrERCARD

chuckgreen@hotmail.com

www.4ReasonableDoubt.com
of a (awyer is an important decision that shoud not be based sole
Before~ decide, ask us lo send you FREE 'ffllen information about

The h. ·

FELONY • TRAFFIC

EXCLUDES COSTS
(TRANSCRIPTS,
SUBPOENAS, ETC.)

Arrested and Concerned
About Your Legal Rights?
Call Tanya Dugree
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Group LLC.
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Protecling Yow- Rights and Defending Your Liberty

~

Lopardo Law

ad\/ertisements
~ and experience!
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GEORGE E. SHAW
BAIL BONDS

".C ALL RICKY"
"ASK RICKY"
AUTO ACCIDENT
HELPLINE:

Hillsborough County
(813) 391-2493

Injured? Need a Doctor? Lawyer?

CALL RICKY

Polk County
328 Dorsett Avenue
(863) 678-0772
Lake Wales, FL 33853
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Or Email: callrickywilliams@gmail.com
Available 24 Hrs./Day • FREE Consultation

RICKYE.

WILLIAMS
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TIMES PHARMACY
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2210 East Hillsborough Avenue, Tampa, FL 33610
nd
!Hillsborough & 22 By AMSCOT)

KENYATTA
N. B.
Certified NRA lnstruotor
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Licensed
Mortgage
Broker
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"THE BROKER THAT WORKS FOR YOU"

-

Get Certification For Concealed CaJTY
Learn Principles Of Armed Self-Defense
Special Classes For Women

Call (813) 679-8805
Notary

Email: KNB@UrNowSafeNsecure.com
www.UrNowSafeNsecure.com

Temple Terrace Pharmacy
11531 N. 56th St., Temple Terrace, FL 33617
(SE Comer Of Fowler & 56th.)

• FREE HOME D8.JVERY OF YOUR
MEDICATIONS
• $4 GENERIC DRUGS

NOW AVAILABLE
• F~ & FRIENDLY SERIVCE

Let Us Be Your Pharmacy. Call Us Tod ay At

(81 ~) ~-1351

www.su eriarmed1calcenter.com

(813} 237-6900
RX

Your Neighborhood Pharmacy

We Offer Free Home Dellvery
-.........1,.U,O· Free Gift Card With Prescription Transfers
If You Have No Insurance * Call Us For Assistance

1499 Tampa Park Plaza
Tampa, Florida 33605

Phone: (813) 2™151
Fax: (813) 221-8229
yolandaintpa@aolcom

